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Special Editorial 
From the News Desk: 
By Samuel Lapalme-Remis, 
News Section Coordinator 
The instructors have 
decided to strike. In many ways, 
this is a perfectly understandable 
decision. They are fighting for very 
little in the way of financial 
rewards, but for much in the way 
college life will operate from day-
to-day. If they lose this battle, 
expect to spend a lot more time in 
lecture halls and less time in the 
more intimate confines of a 
classroom. If you have a problem 
with class material, it will be 
harder to get help from your 
instructor because he or she will be 
busier with other classes and 
students. Think you have problems 
with getting the classes you want? 
Just wait and see how things will 
be after a faculty loss at the 
negotiating table. · 
Unfortunately, this scenario 
is all too probable. The rotating 
strike strategy operates on a crucial 
but shaky assumption: that the 
government cares about students. 
The Post-Secondary Employers 
Association (PSEA), the 
organization fighting on behalf of 
the government, does not seem 
overly preoccupied with the 
rotating strikes. After all, students 
may be severely inconvenienced, 
but they will still receive credit for 
courses completed during the 
Winter 1996 semester. They won't 
be banging down government 
doors. 
The instructors, however, 
do care about students. They are 
not giving themselves a paid 
vacation here. They will have to 
picket in the cold or the rain. They 
will have to deal with angry and 
confused students. They will have 
to constantly play catch-up in class 
To the Other Press, 
I hate band/album reviews (as 
they are generally more about the 
writer than the music said review 
puports to be about), but January 23 
saw me reading page II while in 
line to pick up my welfare cheque. 
And there it was, the line which got 
me to thinking: "There's a lot to be 
said for the observation that the 90's 
are really just the 70's, only with 
better drugs". hrm ... I thought that 
the 90's were the 60's upside down, 
but that hasn't exactly been the case. 
But perhaps, there is more ... Wait! 
Have you evver heard of the theory 
of Culture Meltdown? We live in a 
society that is so self-obseesed that 
the past is routinely plunered for pop 
consumption today. 
Consider this: the 50's 
experience their big nostalgea wave 
in order to make up for cancelled 
classes. The quality of the 
education they offer students, 
which is, after all, their chosen 
craft, will suffer enormously. They 
are far more likely to feel the 
effects of the strike than the 
government is. 
There is the danger that the 
instructor's union will lose the 
support of the faculty. In that case, 
the union would be forced to cave 
in to the government demands. It 
seems more likely, however, that 
the government refusal to negotiate 
will strengthen the instructor's 
resolve. Still, one must take into 
consideration the fact that the 
union could only obtain a 55% 
strike vote from the faculty, and 
that was three months ago. 
The effects of the strike will 
probably become routine for both 
teachers and students, because the 
two sides are far from reaching the 
full agreement required for a return 
to work. They aren't even talking 
at this point. However, the faculty 
cannot afford to let the end of the 
semester to arrive without 
resolution. When classes end, so 
does all their leverage. If the 
faculty unions panic just before 
April 20, the government will 
simply reap the rewards of 
patience. The faculty will be 
desperate enough to give in. 
But the faculty have one 
rarely mentioned secret weapon: 
the all-out strike. With an all-out 
strike, students could not obtain 
credit for classes. At this point, 
they would start getting on the 
government's case. After having 
invested all that time in a semester, 
students would not accept a refund 
in the 70's up to 1982 (so this will 
include everything from American 
Graffiti to the Stray Cats); the 60's big 
return happened circa 1987, shortly 
after Gerry Garcia emerged from his 
coma of insect dreams; the 70's hit us 
again first with the emergence of acid 
house shortly after that, and then 
infiltrated our conciousness through 
bands like the Black Crowes and that 
movie, Dazed and Confused. Are you 
with me, still? Already we are being 
packaged the fun (BLAH) of the 80's 
in CD collector packs, and yes that is 
Duran Duran attempting another 
comeback, and I hear george Michael 
might actually release something soon. 
And where are we, circa 1996, 
mid-decade lag, we are waiting for 
something to happen, and what is it? 
Nostolgia for yesterday. As for the 
vaults of memory are nearly empty, all 
S.S. Government 
and an apology. The unions would 
have maximized their leverage, 
and the whole mess would not 
have the deadline that the end of 
classes currently imposes. 
Is the faculty seriously 
considering an all out strike at this 
time? Probably not. However, 
desperate. times call for desperate 
measures, and the Douglas College 
Faculty Association will be getting 
pretty nervous around March 15, 
which is only 45 days away. 
Perhaps an all-out strike beginning 
now would be a more effective and 
ultimately more painless solution 
for all. 
This is only speculation. 
Perhaps the government will act 
quickly and show a new, as-of-yet 
undemonstrated willingness to 
compromise. Still, it seems to me 
that students should expect a long, 
drawn-out battle with a messy 
conclusion. And just wait until the 
consequences of a governmental 
win kick in ... 
there is left to recycle for the next 
retro-fad is the early 90's (think: Sub-
pop, lolla palooza memories, patron 
saint Kurt ... ). The void beckons: it is 
only a matter of time before our culture 
will wistfully evoke today in search for 
nostalgia. And then, soon, we will 
collectively look to the future for 
meaning and good clean fun. 
("Remember Tommorow? those were 
the days!"). As a species we will shed 
our pasts like old bellbottoms, and leap 
into tommorow bare ass backwards. 
Pop culture will explode upon itself! 
Personally, I can't wait. 
Until the Sex pistols reunite for 
their 20th-anniversary-of their- break 
up tour, 
I remain, 
CULTURE CURMUDGEON 
Letters to the editor continue on page six. 
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otating strikes to go on indefinitely 
o end in sight as faculty and government talks break down 
y Samuel Lapalme-Remis 
The faculty of eight different 
olleges in the Lower Mainland have 
ecided to resort to strike tactics in 
rder to pressure the Post-Secondary 
mployers Association (PSEA) into 
eturning to the bargaining table. 
egotiations broke down when faculty 
efused to discuss issues related to 
roductivity, and the PSEA refused to 
ontinue talks without discussion of 
his contentious issue. The finger-
ointing has now officially begun. 
Bruce Landon, the Douglas 
ollege Faculty Association (DCFA)'s 
hief negotiator and former 
pokesperson, says that rotating strikes 
d picketing will continue until a full 
eement between the faculty and the 
overnment has been reached. 
urrently, the two sides are not even 
!king, and it appears that the 30 000 
tudents who attend the eight affected 
olleges should expect a long strike. 
!though the DCFA has a mandate to 
mplement a full-blown strike, it seems 
hat the unions are not seriously 
onsidering the possibility at this 
When negotiations to hammer 
ut a framework agreement for the 
ight colleges began in November, it 
eemed that the two most important 
1ssues were salary increases to match 
inflation and a new pay scale. 
Recently, however, the focus has 
shifted to productivity, an issue that is 
seen in drastically different terms by 
oth sides. The issue in question, and 
e unions' refusal to discuss it, is the 
immediate cause of the negotiations 
breaking down. 
Instructors at Douglas College 
cancelled classes without pay for two 
hours on January 31 in order to hold a 
union meeting. A positive strike vote 
ad been obtained on October 11 , 1995 
and the union decided to implement it 
immediately following the meeting on 
January 31. Roslyn Dixon, the DCFA's 
new spokesperson, explains the 
ecision taken at the meeting in this 
l!ay: "Because the 
PSEA had 
withdrawn from 
scheduloed 
bargaining, we 
didn't see any way 
to extend the strike 
ote without job 
action. We received 
a clear message that 
we were going to 
have to escalate on 
some level. The 
decision that was 
~ 
~toOOnt 
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to 
Teachers on strike at Langara College 
difficult. ''We met [on January 24] . We 
said to the unions that we would 
continue to talk only if all subjects 
were included in the discussion. The 
unions have refused to discuss any 
issues of productivity. We felt that we 
had to talk about that issue as well as 
the others." 
Roslyn Dixon sees the 
government's insistence on increasing 
faculty productivity as an attack on the 
quality of pducation. "When they're 
talking about addressing working 
conditions in our collective agreement, 
they're talking about class size and 
The 
finger-pointing 
has now 
officially begun. 
made on the 31st was that there would accessibility, which translates directly 
be a unified job action by the eight into the quality of education." 
colleges in a position to go on strike Dixon stresses that there are 
with an eye to moving toward rotating alternative ways to lower post-
strikes for the next several weeks." secondary education costs without 
Additionally, she points out lowering the quality of education for 
hat the PSEA cancelled many students. She claims that proposals to 
negotiation sessions because it needed centralize health and benefits 
to do more background work . As a packages, as well as goods and 
result, the union agreed to delay job supplies for all colleges in BC, were 
action until January 31 . made to the government but were 
Guy Dalcourt, a spokesperson rejected. The formation of a central 
for the PSEA, denies that his grievances and arbitration Gommittee 
organization has made negotiations was also proposed and rejected. 
Kee' 
t6e 
PUBUC 
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According to Dixon, the formation of 
such central organizations for all 
British Columbian colleges would save 
a substantial amount of money and 
would help to counterbalance federal 
cuts to post-secondary education. 
Guy Dalcourt views the 
productivity issue in an entirely 
different light. "If we are going to 
maintain [college accessibility], 
everybody, including the instructors, 
would have to take some added 
burden." He states that the instructors 
are looking at the productivity issue in 
a overly narrow focus: "Productivity is 
a very broad issue 
that permeates 
throughout the 
. institution. Some 
issues of productivity 
may have to deal with 
a heavier burden [for 
instructors]. But that's 
not the only issue." 
Dalcourt suggests a 
gain-sharing policy in 
which instructors 
could profit from the 
revenue created by 
increased productivity. The faculty 
have refused to discuss this. 
Some are worried that the 
PSEA is not overly concerned about 
the fact that rotating strikes are 
beginning January 31. Dalcourt does 
not dispel this notion. "[The teacher's 
strike] is an unfortunate event," he 
says, "but we have no control. The 
unions make decisions on whether 
they're going to rotate or have some 
job action. We do not take part in that 
decision." 
Most of the conflict originates 
• 
-m 
•• 
from the fact that federal cuts to post-
secondary education have been 
announced and the PSEA has less 
money to work with. "The federal 
budget crowd are creating problems for 
PSEA," Dixon says. "PSEA is turning 
that onto our backs. Maybe the best 
way to [solve the funding problems] 
would be to join forces and deal with 
Ottawa together. What we've EOt-
from their side - is traditional 
adversariallabour negotiations." 
Dalcourt stresses that PSEA is 
not a lobby group. "We are a human 
resources-oriented organization." 
Roslyn Dixon,. and Bruce 
Landon both insist the strike is not 
about money. Even though they are 
seeking salary increases to match the 
rate of inflation and an adjusted pay 
scale, they do not present them as the 
most important issue. "This is not a 
fight about wages. In the broadest 
sense, when we're fighting this 
particular contract negotiation, we' re 
fighting for the quality of education in 
this province in the face of what are 
significant budget cuts," says Dixon. 
"We are embroiled in a fight to save 
post-secondary education in this 
province." 
Despite the fact that major 
budget cuts are tearing apart the 
college system as we know it, Dixon 
brings attention to the fact that school 
management may not be absorbing its 
fair share of the sacrifice. She says that 
it has been arranged so that all cuts to 
education are to be taken by faculty 
and support staff. The administrative 
branch of the schools have not taken 
any cuts. "We have more senior 
administrators thlm we had before, and 
some of them are making more money 
at this time. I think that whole issue 
needs some careful scrutiny." 
Brad Barber, spokesperson for 
Douglas College, denies that this is 
true. "If you look at the facts , you ' ll 
find that the number of senior 
administrators has gone down, from 
six positions to four. The four [who 
remain in their positions] have more 
responsibilities so they did receive a 
raise." 
Douglas College Student 
Society (DCSS) Vice President 
External Dave Seaweed refuses to take 
sides on the strike. He stresses that the 
DCSS represents students and that he 
hopes for a quick resolution to th e 
problem. 
For all the accusations that are 
flying around, all sides have one thing 
in common: they claim they, like the 
DCSS, want talks to resume. Guy 
Dalcourt states that "we're available to 
talk." Roslyn Dixon says that "if 
negotiations begin again, f would be 
thrilled." Finally, speaking for 
Douglas College, Brad Barber adds 
that "we'd really like to see talks get 
going again." 
Despite all this good will, there 
appears to be a long way to go before 
these pressing issues can be resolved. 
WHat to expect from · 
:the rotating strikes 
.................. Jbe rot~ting ~trikf!s will go from one cnUege to 
anoth~~~lf classes are cancelled at Douglas College. they 
wlu .6e tqntelled{or the entire day. S1udehts w1U be 
' unable to knourunttlthe attuaLstrike dag whether or not 
q striKe will actually oc~uc Fac,ultg will make publlc . 
·-·-· :::::· ·---· :::~-: 
announcements as to strike locotion at approximately 6 
RM euery day: Students are aduised to listen to the radto 
euery morning In ordertufind out whether nr not classes 
wlU be cancelled. ~ng estimates as to the length of this 
strike are purety Sjle&Ulatiue. 
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Cuts to education send students to the streets 
Masses to voice their concerns at protest rally on February 7 
by Trent Ernst 
It's been nearly twenty years 
since the first volley was fired in the 
battle over the reduction to educational 
transfer payments. 
The battle has been 
fought in running 
skirmishes across the 
years, but never has there 
been as large an offensive 
mounted by the 
government, Cuts during 
the 80s were sizable ($400 
million in 1984 and S5, 
$1 .6 billion between 1986 
and 91 ), but the latest 
round of cutbacks promise 
to completely decimate 
educational funding for 
public post-secondary 
institutions. 
A document 
distributed by the 
Canadian Federation of 
student claims that the 
annual $2.2 billion dollars, 
currently earmarked for 
post-secondary 
institutions, will disappear 
completely, or else be cut 
substantially, with the 
remaining amount given to 
Research Councils. A 
purely educational 
institute, such as Douglas, 
would either have to change its 
mandate to include academic research, 
or else receive no funding whatsoever 
from the councils. 
Focus has traditionally been on 
tuition increases for students, and this 
round of cutbacks is no exception. At 
Douglas, tuition is expected to increase 
20-25% by next fall. At other institutes 
the picture is even more grim. The 
University of British Columbia is 
expecting tuition hikes of 50%. 
However, tuition is only one 
element in the entire host of problems 
that transfer payment cutbacks bring. 
Recent dispute betweens the faculty of 
eight BC post-secondary institutions 
and the provincial government have 
their roots in transfer payment 
cutbacks. 
With the removal of government 
funding, it is difficult to pay educators 
fair wages. As well, universities are 
unable to expand to meet increased 
demand for class space, and 
classrooms are gradually filling up 
beyond capacity. Unable to hire more 
professors, colleges are forced to 
overload classrooms. Instructors are 
doing more work for the same amount 
of pay, quality of education declines. 
Brad Barber, spokesperson for 
Douglas says that the government 
cutting back payments to post-
secondary education at this time is 
"crazy." Says Barber, "The pressure 
the federal 
government is 
applying to the 
college by 
cutting transfer 
payments is the 
root of a lot of 
this difficulty." 
The 
latest campaign 
in the ongoing 
war will be 
fought 
February 7, as 
students and 
educators from 
across Canada 
rally together 
in protest 
against cuts to 
education 
transfer 
payments. 
E v e n 
though most 
Douglas 
faculty, staff, 
students and 
the College 
board are in 
favour of the February 7th action, the 
college will remain open. Barber says 
that it would be foolish for a publicly 
funded institution to take what some 
might view as a paid vacation. 
"Taxpayers would have a big problem 
with their taxpayer dollars paying 
people to be off the job, to not be doing 
their work." 
Students who wish to n•,..t•~·•n• 
in the action will not be penalized 
missing classes. Instructors wishing 
participate will forfeit their pay for 
time. 
University Transfer rep J 
McEvoy is helping organize 
students for February 7. "We've 
900 people fill out post cards, a 
hundred people sign a petition and 2 
people are signed up for buses to 
rally. It's pretty tough for DC 
organize for the walkout] because 
don't have an entrenched system 
organizing students for this sort 
activity." 
McEvoy says that there is a 
standard governing student 
"If not every student participates, 
considered a failure." He also 
that there is a certain hopelessness 
by the student population 
confronted with the deficit. 
taxation system is the cause of 
debt. We've had ten years of 
with no appreciable reduction to 
deficit." 
The bus to shuttle students to 
Vancouver Public Library will 
leaving the Maple Ridge campus 
11 :30 Wednesday morning. It will 
two other buses at the 
Westminster campus, which will 
for downtown at 12:30. If you 
catch a bus downtown, sign up at 
table in the concourse. Students 
also reach the Library by taking 
SkyTrain to Stadium station. 
What can the DC Student Society do for you? 
Annual General Meeting on February 21 tops list ofDCSS services 
by Brent Allen 
I . Relax and enjoy a free popular 
movie in room 1606 on Thursdays 
from 4:00 to 6:00 pm. We take 
requests! Phone 527-5110 to 
find out what's playing. 
2. Did you know that DC has a 
campus in Maple Ridge? The 
DCSS represents both 
campuses . 
3.We at the DCSS sit on various 
committees and councils. Any 
concerns you have we will 
gladly bring forth to any of the 
following committees on your 
behalf. Appeals commitee, D.C. 
Foundation , DC Alumini 
Association, Management 
Commitee, Safer Campus 
Commitee, Education Council, 
College Board, Health and 
Safety Commitee. We are here 
to be your voice! 
4. The DCSS is proud to offer , t 
the Safewalk Program. This is a 
service provided to staff and f' 
students o f DC for evening 
escorts to either your vehicle or 
public transportation. This has 
proved to be a great success in that 
people feel more secure when using the 
Safewalk Program in the evenings here 
at DC Safewalk is a volunteer service 
that is always looking for new walkers. 
If you are interestd in a positive, 
rewarding experience (that looks great 
on a resume), please contact either the Annual General Meeting (AGM) in 
co-ordinator Brian Jenkins or just drop February. 9. The DCSS has various 
representative positions for different 
6. The DCSS charters clubs areas of the school. Here is a list of 
and associations every who's who in the society: 
in to the DCSS. 
5. Come out and vote! Every semester 
you as a student pay student fees. You 
should decide where this money is 
spent, and you can by coming to our 
semester. To find out if there Executives ~ 
is something offered for you, Michelle Janzen Speaker 
look on the clubs and Katrina Lennax President 
associations board located 
beside the elevators outside 
the library, or come and see 
us in the DCSS. 
7. We are having a contest. If 
you have any great ideas for 
a DCSS design to go on a t-
shirt, submit it to the ness 
office. The prize is $50 and, 
of course, one of the shirts! 
8. The DCSS sponsors the 
college's Ombudsoffice. If 
you have a disagreement 
with an instructor over marks 
or a final grade or you 
disagree with a college 
policy, you have rights! 
Ernest Jilg, Douglas' student 
Ombudsperson is available to 
explain how you can deal 
with these problems and how 
the appeals process works. This service 
is free! You can call 527-5016 for an 
appointment or pop into his office 
which is located beside the Campus 
Deli on the first floor, office # 1242. 
The office hours are posted on the 
door. 
Gayle Ryan Maple Ridge 
Dave Seaweed 
Tammy Shapcott 
Rep Coromitee 
Mandeep Bhuller 
Theresa Bodin 
Chantelle Desharnais 
Asha Dutt 
Diane King 
Coley Mansfield 
David McCloskey 
Jaimie McEvoy 
Noriko Nakamura 
Felix Okokhere 
Lori Phillip 
Bonny Shotropa 
Kim Tancsa 
Amber Wilton 
Executive 
Vice-President 
External 
Vice-president 
Internal 
~ 
Business Rep. 
L.G.B. Rep. 
Athletics Rep. 
Developmental 
Studies Rep. 
University 
Transfer Rep. 
Maple Ridge 
Campus Rep. 
University 
Transfer Rep. 
University 
Transfer Rep. 
E.S.L. Rep. 
University 
Transfer Rep. 
Athletics Rep. 
Social Services 
Rep. 
Psychiatric 
Nursing Rep. 
Maple Ridge 
Campus Rep. 
There are a few positions 
Treasurer (1 ), Bu.§iness Rep. 
Dental Auxiliary Rep. (1), 
Nursing Rep. (l ), Resident 
Attendant Rep. (1), Music Rep. (1 
Native Student Rep. (1), Social 
Services Rep. (1), Theatre Rep. (1), 
University Transfer Rep. (3), Disabled 
Student Rep. (1). These positions 
be voted on in March. 
10. There will be a meeting for the 
Internet Committee ~n January 25 
from 4:00 to 6:00pm in room 1715. If 
interested in getting on the net throught 
the school, come and learn some 
or have a say. 
11. The DCSS also supports the 
Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Collective. 
They meet Thursday evenings on 
Campus. If you are interested 
attending or have any questions 
free to call 527-5335 All calls 
confidential. 
12. Don't forget that the DCSS still 
has the cheapest pop, 75 cents and 
photocopying, 10 cents. You can use 
the machines located next to the DCSS 
office. We also sell Fare savers 
Monthly Bus Passes, and the Fast Trax 
Sticker. 
Don't be shy with us. If you have any 
questions feel free to stop by and we'll 
be glad to help you in anyway 
possible! 
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Ignorance ·is not bliss- so go learn something! 
Douglas College Learning Centre can help you in your eternal quest for knowledge 
by Corene McKay 
What does your English 
instructor mean when she complains 
that your modifiers are dangling? 
What is an essay, anyway? 
You remember understanding 
this math, but that was five years ago. 
Your Psych text was obviously 
written in a code only decipherable to 
Sumerian scribes, and their civilization 
crumbled to dust thousands of years 
ago. 
Contrary to popular belief, 
Douglas College actually wants you to 
do well in your ;.9ur_ses. The Learning 
Centre is here to make your course 
work make sense to you, and to give 
you the tools to climb that mountain of 
assignments. 
The Learning Centre is staffed 
mainly by unintimidating peer tutors 
who get just as confused as you are on 
a fairly regular basis, but you'll learn 
stuff anyway. I promise. 
The 
Learning 
Centre has 
drop-in 
help 
available 
Wednesdays 
from 2-4 pm in 
room4211. 
If you want 
ongoing help, you 
.. 
need to go to the 
Learning Centre and 
: 
get a referral form. The 
Centre is located on the 
fourth floor, on the North 
side of the Concourse. If you 
stand in the hallway outside 
the Centre you can sort of see 
the Registrar's Office. 
The Learning Centre is room 
4206, the one with the nice window 
and the plants. 
1-800-661-8683 
There are referral forms in the 
box on the door. Take one. 
Take it to the instructor for 
~e class you are needing help with. Ask , your teacher ;· · nicely to ~ • please fill , ~. . ': . out the form 
dictionaries, style guides, reference 
books, and grammar books, These can 
be used for independent study or for 
just looking up something you need to 
know. 
Finally, the Learning Centre 
offers seminars throughout the 
semester. 
Still to come this semester are 
seminars on Writing Multiple-Choice 
Exams (Feb. 7), Understanding Essay 
Assignments (Feb . 9), Strategies for 
Revising and Editing Essays (Feb. 12), 
How to Read a Poem (Feb. 12), Speed 
Reading (Feb. 13), Library Research 
Skills (Feb. 21 ), Writing a Research/ 
Term Paper for the First Time (Feb 22), 
Effective Memory Strategies (Feb. 26), 
Expanding Your Vocabulary (Feb. 27), 
Writing Essay Exams (Feb. 28), and 
APA Documentation (Feb 29). You can 
sign up for any of these lectures at the 
Learning Centre. 
' .,: .:. .. and bring the 
filled out form 
back to the Learning 
Centre. 
The Learning Centre 
also has "state-of-the-art" 286 
computers available for 
students to use. They run various 
educational software, a primitive 
form of MS-Works, and WordPerfect 
5.1. If you need help learning 
WordPerfect 5.1, you can sign up at the 
Centre for a workshop. 
Register to Vote. 
Do you have this card? Is it correct? 
~~ ..,... ................. ~ 
~- •" '" "-..... ..,. .. 
-·----· ooo<>lWI'<£OFU> 
*l(OULf.....aQU Z'.tR~ 
.,.~~......,.., ~_, ~0Ut.£n8t:)(a&..S 
( JIIfioi;(...O, 000000 ~ ~ 
This card means that you are on the 
Provincial Voters list. 
If you do not have this card, or you have 
changed your name orpaddress. visit the 
Registration Centre nearest to you from 
February 1 to 4 and February 8 to 11. 
Locations are listed in the information 
flyer recently mailed to you. If you didn ·t 
receive one, call us. 
You must be a registered voter to vote. 
How to remter: 
If you're not sure you 're registered to vote, 
or your name or address has changed: 
• Contact a Registration Centre, District 
Registrar of Voters, Government Agent 
or Elections BC office. 
• Have the Voters List checked for your 
name and address. 
• If you are not on the list. but qualified. 
complete a registration form. 
Qualifications: 
• 18 years of age or older 
• Canadian citizen 
• Resident of Bntish Columbia for the past 
6 months 
The new Election Act came into force on 
September 1. 1995. The new rules affect 
everyone in British Columbia. For more 
details, check the information flyer we 
sent you. 
AD~stions? 
Contact Elections British Columbia at th1s 
toll.free number 1:80()..661-8683. 
Also available at the Centre are 
Alternatives 
by Veronika Zador 
In times when significant changes are likely to happen, 
everyone seems to have something to say about it, and criticize. With 
the upcoming Federal Budget Cuts criticisms are pouring in from all 
directions, with out offering alternative solutions. 
Two organizations have united their forces and studied the 
problem, looking for solutions. The Canadian Centre for Policy 
Alternatives and a Winnipeg based coalition for social justice, called 
CHO!CES have put talks together and have developed a document 
that could be considered a solution to the problem. The name of the 
document is Alternative Federal Budget 1996. It summarizes their 
ideas with a central thought: only by investing in Canadians can the 
government invest in the future. 
The document covers all areas effected by the cuts, and the 
changes which should be made, from Health to Unemployment 
Insurance. Of course it also includes a section on Post Secondary 
Education, which is one of the currently most criticized areas. 
As it is stated in the document, the planned cuts show how the 
Government is ignorant of the fact that there is an increasing need for 
highly educated people. Canadians have to have the skills and 
knowledge that the country will need for technological development 
and a rising future economy. 
With the raise of tuition fees, fewer people will be able to enroll 
in colleges. Some colleges might even have to close down because of 
this. 
What the government is considering as a solution in reducing 
the deficit may in the long run be counter-productive to the future of 
Canada. 
·.•  · ·•·· ·. ·•··· .. ··• ···· ... ···•  ••••• ·· .... ·•· •. •.... .. .. .. ·•· ··•· .· •· ·· · ·· ·· • . sau~~sphoto 
SkyTraliJ 'Suicide 
Anothet. deatn. on the rails ... 
::~: 
byRachetYoung -' , t? 
6 
Dear Other Press: 
I have been reading your newspaper since I came to this 
school last semester and I have just notices something of interest. I 
have never read a single good review of a movie in your paper. 
Granted, there have been some review that I agreed with but this 
one really boils my eggs! 
In the last issue (Jan.23- Feb.6) there was a review of 
"From Dusk Til Dawn". I loved this movie and have a few things 
to say to the author of the review. what Darin Clisby does not seem 
to realize that it was not meant as a serious movie! . 
There was recently an Interview with Quentin Tarantino in 
the December issue of Bikini magazine in which he said "It's a 
kind of parody of the old horror flick, B-movie genre .. . Horror 
buffs are going to love it but anyone else isn't going to get it." If 
you take this movie seriously, obviously you will hate it. That is 
like looking for intelligence in one of the "Airplane" 
movies .. . pointless. 
Also when you say "Don't write another movie script in 
your life,...stay off the screen and keep putting out excellent . 
now recognized. By offering two voting position to the students of 
DOUGLAS COLLEGE the mix is now complete. since 1994, 
DOUGLAS COLLEGE has two student representatives on the 
board. I believe this action marks a tremendous opportunity for 
improved communication from and to the board. I look forward to 
continuing to serve in this important role. 
The board is also excited about the new PINE TREE WAS 
campus in Coquitlam, which is expected to open September '96. 
All board members offer a great deal of experience and time to 
create a better educational experience for all personas proceeding 
to advance their education at DOUGLAS COLLEGE. 
Thank you in advance for your support. 
Yours very truly, 
Lori Sheppard 
Renee, The Noble Guide Dog 
DOUGLAS COLLEGE BOARD OF 
GOVERNORS 
direction for our movie pleasure." may I point out that Quentin has ! . . "' . 
~ritten some ?f ~?e m?st brilliant screenplays of the las~ deca~~ I Inequality in· vour Newspaper 
(!.&. "pulp fiction - wh1ch he won an Oscar for, "Reservorr dogs , '>I 
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"True Romance" and ' 'Natural Born Killers") r can Real Mayles write about themselves? :[[J:::/r · · ::::::~~~ ::::: A~ 
casualities id the sohool~ard . . And yes, the doorman's 'pussy' introduction is a little Vby CoreneMcKay s1ckenmg, but I seem to recall Mr. Brown's theory as to what the · · · · ·.·.·. · · 
song "Like A Virgin" was about in "Reservoir Dogs", no easier to 
listen to. This is Question's style. 
Perhaps Quentin Tarantino is too hard for you ... try Disney ~: ) •·Wh~~l~ iiull¢ii&just~il;nllrtlp'~ :P.PJ~l ot'·wp,.me:nl~Jn~~~~fjitle 
instead. 
- A loyal Quentin buff. 
Dear Students, 
you. 
In addition, I have come to better appreciate the tremendous , . 
amount of work turned in by all groups represented around THE . < 
DOUGLAS COLLEGE BOARD table including representatives ~·i~~t~~~~ 
from the unions, faculty and support staff, and of course Katrina ~\~ 
Lennax from our Douglas College Student Society. The role of the 
student at the college board level can not be overemphasized to its 
importance in making DOUGLAS COLLEGE remain as a role 
model for many other community colleges. The greatest part of my ];)· · · ~Rl!;:k:twu• 
early experience has been to connect with more students while they i SC:~merop.es~:trs;:tb 
continue to further their education. Many students share their ideas 
and concerns they may have, and their decision process for ~·n f:Iet!ll!Ji~ld~li[f$u 
selecting this college and much more. communication is such as 
this is a reminder to me, that DOUGLAS COLLEGE has ·· Qu~~·J.SS~j§P.rtl 
performed well in the past we need to continue with the future. 
In my role on the DOUGLAS COLLEGE BOARD I am 1.1 ~QQlP!~rlhf.~~.J»!~ .. ~Bh committed to the student. There are many new changes happening • 
within DOUGLAS COLLEGE now and in the future. One of those l.~liis,u~~t; l 
changes is that student representation at the college board level is r·· .1thjJ]Ik7 ; Ha•vt:jtj)u ~ 
'!!13!Eeltl~bm§&n !:) <t · · ·. ill:; ·· '' 
DO YOU WISH TO OBTAIN PERMANENT RESIDENT STATUS IN CANADA? 
WILLIE-SAM IMMIGRATION AND BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES IS HERE TO HELP YOU 
ARE YOU AN INTERNATIONAL STUDENT IN CANADA? 
ARE STUDYING IN A COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OR PRIVATE INSTITUTION? 
DO YOU SPEAK (OR ARE YOU LEARNING) ENGLISH AND/OR FRENCH ? 
IF YOU ANSWERED 'YES' TO ANY ONE OF THE ABOVE QUESTIONS, WILLIE-SAM IMMIGRATION 
AND BUSINESS CONSULTING CAN HELP YOU OBTAIN PERMANENT RESIDENT STATUS. 
CONTACT US TODAY FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND YOUR FREE INITIAL CONSULTATION. 
YOUR LOCAL REPRESENTATIVE: SAMMY BONSU 
PHONE: (604) 294-2704 
FAX: (604)-291-4920 
READ ABOUT US OR WRITE TO US ON THE INTERNET: http://www.lumonix.com/willie-sam. 
WILLIE-SAM ... HELPING YOU OBTAIN PERMANENT RESIDENT STATUS IN CANADA. 
CALL US TODAY : 294- 2704. 
c: 
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tertainment 
Pianists strike sparks at noon 
Noon at New West in the Preforming Arts Theatre 
by Cynthia Ashton Styles 
"Can pianos fly?" was the 
question that came to mind during the 
Noon at New Westminster concert on 
January 25 in the Performing Arts 
Theatre. 
On stage--with their flying 
pianos!- were Douglas College Music 
Faculty members Ellen Silverman and 
Barrie Barrington, and they took off for 
their first excursion in a work titled 
'Souvenirs,' by Samuel Barber, in which 
they really made the sparks fly. 
Starting with a nostalgic waltz we 
all settled back comfortably and undid 
our seatbelts. That might not have been 
such a good idea, as they were needed 
for the turbulence during 'Schottische,' 
with its cleverly interwoven dischords 
and its rhythmic finale, which finished throughout Western Canada as an 
with a fierce flourish. adjudicator, clinician and performer, has 
The more meditative 'Pas de appearedassoloistinvariousorchestral The next Noon at New 
Deux' settled us down again nicely, but concerts and is currently the Convenor WutminJter event wilL take place 
the lively 'Two Step' and 'Hesitation of the Music Department at Douglas. 
Tango' soon had feet tapping, while the For their next flight at Thursday's in the College Theatre (on the 4th 
fast-fingering in the Gallop had piano concert, Silverman and Barrington took floor) on Thur./Jay, Fehruary 8 
students drooling with envy. (Oh well, off to Aaron Copland's 'El Salon at 12.30pm. On Jtage wiLL he 
if they weren't good, they wouldn't be Mexico.' Again, their synchronicity was 
teaching us anyway!) a delight, particularly in Copland's memhertl of Vancouver Opera who 
What is interesting about this cleverly syncopated Mexican rhythms. wiLL pruent an introduction to 
amazing piano duo is their tight Although it was a freezin11gq~dt!ay•;,fei\n7(w..~B;.::izet'.1 Carmen which they are synchronization. For one pianist to k~€~.J&Jlllltr7'%~~1 
time in some of these · at the Queen 
but for two to keep tim:<f\'iltiftl.Citt:b 
is virtuosic. Butk~ietl ·timeitlej 
did; added tn-""'IH"'n. 
real 
warm MeJticalbllllifiil"" .. 
Pbr the • · Jtop. on tb~ir 
wbirlwind world ~.'$i1W.ana.-. 4nd 
~t'JeW~,:otffp~~ 
they melted tn the 4Cif melOdies and 
acintUiatm cu, ~or Geotgc 
credentials~!~en S,ilvetJriili is. known O~win'~c4n~~~inP4i'tS;Agaih 
on the inte~~JUll c6n~crt circuit as ttw:c wa~ rh~~r ~p~atio~ ~d 
well as in Vancil vet ~md ~th~ ~p. ClWitemcntlflus•af}Qo'~~utd ~, 
She holds a Masfer,~;D~itte trotn ptapes onthei\~p.~\1~l~fotUt far 
Syracuse University, ha5'18tiredJ!ithher beyond the b"Otmda 9~ ~ur" College 
husband, Robert Silverman, performing'""'tlj~! ' 
four-hand and two-piano literature and 
is currently the Coordinator of the Piano 
Department at Douglas College as well 
as Chair of the Piano Faculty of the 
Courtenay Youth Music Centre. 
Barrie Barrington has travelled 
arpeggios in Class Piano it was 
encouraging to see where piano could 
lead - for those with enough talent and 
determination to succeed. 
will t~ing ariM 
opera, accompanu'J by 
CaroL !Jaac on piano. The t~how 
iJ free and iJ open to aLL. 
Tb~ 
Later Life by A.tc Gu.rneYi· SPens Feb lS at The Vancouver} 
ftayhouse. 
(Thatsoottish play) is beit)g PfeSepted by l'aciflc Theatre Feb 9-
24, Call28Q-2301 . . .... 
Club 
7 
8 
Wa.sht~ 
.Mach£nt; 
Stmfc Youth 
... 
e.Hier Pn:ss 
1){;C Born Naked, recorded at 
Influential is an Bullfrog Studios in Vancouver, 
understatement when allows this up-and-coming 
used in conjunction with female vocalist shows off her 
Sonic Youth. Just listen to talents. Cherelle Jardine sounds 
all the noise pop bands soulful in most of her songs, 
and you will hear although in 'Gotta Get This Call 
something of Sonic Youth Thru' there wasn't much feeling 
in all of them. However, in her voice for such a desperate 
with the release of their type of song. As well the synthesizers in this music seemed to be 
.; · last album, Experimental played experimentally (that's how much they didn't belong). 
Jetset Trash and No Star, The Youth seemed to be becoming a subtle The music combines acoustic and electric guitars for a sound 
mockery of their own underground standing. like Blue Rodeo. Sorry, it's still not as good as them. Mostly the CD 
Ever since 1988's Daydream Nation and 1990's Goo, when contain soft rock material although 'Ain' t It Amazin" was a more 
the band signed with David Geffen 's label, the band has been growing upbeat tune. 'Introduced To Love' was also· upbeat and reminded 
more musical and even tuneful. However, with that came the me of 'The Sweater,' an alternative song from a couple years. 
accusations of a sell out. Sometimes, in interviews, the Youth seemed • If you li.ICe the Bareri;llced Ladies or Elton John, a,couple of the 
to be fishing for indie attitude. Experimental Jetset Trash, With the songs may satisfy you, just remember they are sung by a woman 
exception of the track ' Bull in the Heather' was a weak effQrt at who breathes soul. 
trying to regain some of the fire and anger from the early anU mid Her voice is mellow, pretty and strong. Her voice really suites 
80s. The youth seemed to have split into twin opposites, musical countl)' music. Iformed thi~ opirlion after heariti 'Don't Wanna Go 
and experimental. Fortunately, Washing Machine succe~ds · TQ Work,' which i~ acolll)try.song guest-starring the voices of the 
beautifully. Titans men's fastball team. - ~ 
Washing Machine is the synthesis of the two Sonic. Youths. . There ~e two. songs, 'WannaBe With You~ imd 'Emily,' -the 
The album washes cleanly between noise and melody, providing- longest song on the CD, at ovt;r five minut~-where Cherelle is 
sublime moments oflistening. IfYoda were a music critic he might especially good, with her singingfull ofsadness and feeling, as well 
just say that on this album there is no trying--{)nly doing. as .being very musically sound. She's not bad. 
Listening to a track like the epic 'Diamond Sea' (almost twenty ~ ._ by Charlotte Holst 
minutes) gives the listener the impression that the days touring with ' 
Neil Young were not lost on Thurston Moore. The subtle melody _. 
hypnotises you and draws you into the drugged--out imagery of the 
lyrics. The noisy sections of the song aren'tjust loud and repetitive 
(like on the end of' Moot' from Goo), they are dynamic and flowing. · 
Other stand up tracks are the title track, 'Becuz,' Lee Renaldo's 
'Saucer-Like, ' and Kim Gordon's 'Little Trouble Girl.' with The 
Breeder's Kim Deal doing a beautiful job on back-up vocals •. The 
song is like an early sixties pop song (a hl the Shangra La~s} except 
it is darker and remorseful. • 
A friend of mine said something that he never thou8htb~ 'oJ,ould 
say about a Sonic Youth album, that Washing Machine is 'catchy.' 
And it is true, the mid section of the title track hooks you in like a 
dazed fish. Sonic Youth have come a long way since the early days 
of Confusion is Sex, they don't need to prove that they are still 
underground-if they keep doing music the way they want to, they 
will be the definition of it. 
by Byrun Stedmann 
A ~end of mine once said, 
"Punk is just th~ legitimization 
of bad rock and roll." In reply .. l 
have a question and a statetnell,t 
My question: Ai:e'Bread 
and DefLeppard then considered 
to be punk? 
My statement: Regardless 
of the answer to the just-
mentioned query, I am rather confident in saying, if punk is simply a 
name for bad rock and roll then Picasso Trigger is the quintessential 
punk band. 
by Jason Kurylo 
eatWraL 
The eanttv,at BtzaTr-e 
cdumbta. .,. 
' Secret Devil signs all around! Metal is dead, you say? Wrong. 
Dead Wrong. One listen to the fury of the latest opus from Britain's 
Cathedral is the proof in the pudding that metal is a beast that refuses 
to die. 
Following in the charred. itnd smo~g footprints of the mighty 
Sabbath and the immortAl Witchijilder General, Cathedral, along 
. with fellow grinders Trouble, -St.. \Titus and Monster Magnet are at 
the ·forefront of a movement intent upon revitalizing and re-
engineering a genre that has been choked for too long with the bile 
thirtls Poison and Warrant. Their bottom-heavy,low~nd sound fused 
with elements of death, disco and doom has been critically acclaimed 
. as one of the most original and important sounds in heavy metal. 
- The Carnival Bizarre is the latest in a long line of creative, if 
·not· commercial successei for Cathedral, who burst upon the scene 
• several years back with The Forest of Equilibrium on Earache. 
Followed by the Soul Sacrifice EP, the more widely acclaimed The 
Ethereal Mirror on Columbia-which gained the band greater 
exposure-and their final effort for Columbia. Cosmic Requiem, all 
of which are considered ground-breaking material by fans and peers 
alike. 
Their current lineup, lead by- founder and ex- Napalm Death vocalist- Lee Dorrian, guitarist Gary "Gazz'' Jennings, bassist Leo 
Smee and drummer Brian Dixon. They show no signs of having tapped the creative well dry yet as they return in full force with what will 
doubtless cement another chapter of excellence in their already formidable catalogue. 
From the moment the trepidatious listener first gazes upon the haunting, psycho-<lelic cover art to the moment their senses are 
assailed by the opening chords, they know that they are about to take a journey into a realm of tripped--out doom and gloom where 
Ringmaster Dorrian and Co. Reign supreme. 
Travelling along with the black-cowled ones, you are awed as Dorrian growls his way through mindscapes of grindcore hell, carried 
by the weight of Jenning's and Smee's axework, and the cerebral percussion- work of Dixon. Fave tracks include turgid sloth-rocker 
'Utopian Blaster,' a molten slab of blackest blight which features none other than Tony Iommi of Black Sabbath, the Grandfather of the 
form on guitar, the title track which moves at an energetic pace broken up by moments of extreme intensity, 'Blue Light,' a rare moment of 
sensitivity from Dorrian who shows his vocal versatility, and the trademark doom epic 'Fangalactic Supergoria. ' 
An acquired taste to say the least, Cathedral at this point in their career, can do no wrong. So for those of you who are tired of the 
endless Vedderish whinings of the "alternative generation", who want something new, vital and energized; prepare to enter the nighted 
realm that is Cathedral's Carnival Bizarre. 
by Ciaran Meeks 
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The Darkest oj The Hf.Usfk Thtck..ets 
ethulu Strtkes Back 
[!L.M?] 
' iust imagine for a moment, if you will, that Luke Skywalker 
decided .that he didn't want to lead a rag-tag group of rebels in a 
suicide mission against the Empire's weapon of ultimate destruction, 
but rather was going to learn how to play guitar and form a really 
cool band. Chances are the results wouldn't be completely unlike 
The. Darkest Of The Hillside Thickets'latest album, Cthulu Strikes 
Back. 
The Darkest Of The Hillside Thickets are a Chilliwack band 
who perform songs almost completely based upon the writings of 
Nineteenth~entury science fiction writer H.P. Lovecraft. It's an 
album full of driving, energetic-if occasionally repetitive-songs, 
with titles such as 'Rock Lords' and 'Worship Me Like A God.' You 
can even play Name That Sample, as the album is peppered with 
little soundbites from Star Wars, The Simpsons and so on. 
My song of choice has to be 'Burrow Your Way To My Heart' 
(''When you were a little girl you were stung by a wasp/ And the skin 
on your arm puffed up and went red/.Yet you so loved that wasp and 
all of his brvthers that you/Brought the whole damn angry hive right 
into your bed.') Such pathos. Such drama. I may weep openly. 
Not only is this a fun little album to listen to, but the record 
sleeve is also pretty amusing, complete with lyrics and explanations 
for all the songs ("Everyone desires to be worshipped like a god at 
some point in time, We're just very outspoken about it. Worship 
us!') There's even required reading. 
Recently I had the pleasure of seeing the lads play live at The 
Mighty Niagara. They dress up as their favourite science fiction 
characters; the bass player, for example, was dressed up as an X-
Wing pilot. fn no time the crowd was on its feet, bouncing about on 
the tightly-packed dance floor. Perhaps the most impressive song of 
the night was their one cover song, which was a decidedly up-beat 
version of The Police's ''Walking On The Moon." Way cool. 
Admittedly, scienc~fiction/fantasy punk rock might not be for 
everybody. However, if you're the kind of person who takes your 
fantasy a little more seriously than most people, and have plans to 
rule the universe, then this is the band for you. If nothing else, it will 
help take your mind off things after a hard day ruling the galaxy. 
May the force be with you . 
by Sean P. Veley 
NftJhtmares On 
Wa..x 
Smok..er' s 'Ddftlht 
. Wa-~ 
I love it when you 
get something you can 
genuinely call "cool- ass." 
Smokers Delight is 
just that: the perfect album 
for those about to spark. 
It's also kicks for those of 
us intrigued by the 
infectious bass-driven 
beat-heavy rap trax, but alienated by the mindless talentless drones 
on the mic. 
The emphasis here is on sound, not loud. Nightmares On Wax 
is what contemporary rhythm and blues could and should be, if you 
got rid of all the pompous shitheads and the am-radio scholck whores. 
Of course, nothing is perfect; there's maybe one or two yawners 
here. But overall, a pleasant surprise in its content and consistency. 
by Jason Kurylo 
.. 
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No one 
anything 
bisexuals, 
o da nal~'Ut,ztU!Jrsuzn 
..,......,..,,....?_,.,. Thats wlty we, the are dedicating this ·· 
s~ gays, bisexuals, and queers of the world. 
t e unnessesary fear and hurtful hatred disappear with 
into hts .cav.fusing world ... 
-~:::;:: 
~~~~;r yes, but what does it mean ~~~t~~~il 
t . Vancouver ts a falrly re"~'%f ~lt}'; ~. be called ''meq luttep;;~ an2 whll1 
~.Cd$ a fairly Iibe.ral~oVince. canada !)()me lesbians do ba~ ~eti~ ao.<1()sotn¢ 
~~c()nsideredaprogtessivecounny;•·OW: ····• strai~t women. do as ~~~; Gay .m~ 
~ountry is composed of amulti•cultur.il. have been accused .of' b~irig child 
J)oPlllation and ifls estimated tbatl()% ~olesters, wbilefu truth th~. s!ckperverl, 
prthis population is homosexual, who hat'In children ate generally 
f Whenyouareofwhifu,aboriginal. heterosexual. BisexualS can facd 
East Indian or Asian descent, you are prejudices from· both tbe sttaight and 
~a~i~al~y always "out" about your que~r communW.es~ as they ca:' .b~ 
~ationabty. People_lakoone look at ycu conSidered confused, accused of Sltt~ 
~d have a fairly gooclidea aboJ)t what <>n the fence Of labelled as blissfull~ 
Forgive my etymological bent, but 
words and their histories fascinate me. 
How do words develop their mean in~;? 
Why do things mean what they mean? 
Especially the so called 'queer' words. 
Why are 'queer' words 'queer?' 
Queer itself has origins that are 
easily traced. Originally taken to mean 
'odd,' the word began to refer to 
homosexual practices and individuals in 
the early twentieth century. While it was 
originally used as a derogatory tenn, it 
has come to be a symbol of pride for the 
homosexual community (consider this, 
the queer issue of the Other Press). 
Gay has similar origins, but took 
a few more steps to get there. Originally 
meaning 'happy,' it became a tenn for 
the idle rich in the early 17th century. 
By the 19th 
~:~~;:e it ha: r-··-.. -... -
from the 16th century Quean-an 
unpleasant or promiscuous woman. 
One of the most interesting and 
mystifying of queer words is faggot, or 
fag. Etymologists are unsure of the 
origins of the word. Some people believe 
that the word dates back to the middle 
ages. During the witch hunts of the 
middle ages, gay men were used as fuel 
for the fires that burned witches in 
addition to real faggots, or bundles of 
sticks. However, most experts feel that 
this is simply an urban legend. 
An alternate derivation of the 
word is that it comes from British slang 
for a cigarette. Pmponents of this theory 
believe that macho cigar smokers started 
calling men who smoke cigarettes 
'faggots' in a pejorative sense, 
the 18th century 'dike' was slang for 
men's clothing. Calling a women a dike 
or · dyke insinuated masculine 
appearance or behaviour. It still is often 
used to insinuate butchness in lesbians, 
but the tenn has developed beyond such 
a narrow definition. 
And speaking oflesbian; the tenn 
originally meant an inhabitant of the 
Island of Lesbos. The Ancient Greek 
poet Saphos, who lived on Lesbos, wrote ~QUf hep~ge is and Cl!1l b~se -t.tlejr Ul)decided. · ... ··.·. 1 
about the love shared between the ptejudic¢sot1ack:thet~6tootheit::first tn r~entyears tnoreynd m!)rc! 
:1!;"·': ,,.,. . ·.· ' ' ···:· ,._ :: . ·-:- .. _::-:- --~---, -:-.-: ~ 
women on Lesbos, and the tenn quickly ~ressiQIL . ... ... . . ·•·•· . .. . . •...•... i Canadian ~elebrities/beroes !W-Y~ ooeq 
gained pejorative connotations. Calling !l •.. Wfletb.er Ws.fair 9.J;'Plst. ~JU~ z• w.ming~tabouitl)eir~ex'u#li~;~eopl~ 
someone a Lesbian (back then) carried gftp.ematteris~therearealoto~J'®Ple like:songstresskd): . jln~,!m4~betof 
the same stigma as calling someone a ~th prejUdiCes andbiaseUilatotindus. Parliament Svend R6bins()li. In th~ 
Surrey girl does (today). ~eoplecanhatefortheoddestof:reaSons. 1990'soomingoutcaneven be good fot 
And there is the beauty of queer ~ltlwut{Qlowingwboapersonisifls~, yow-~eer,andlq,gobinsqpts~hi~ 
words. Most have gone from symbols ~ome people.wiU form opinions~~ bo~osexuality' was used aa one of hi~ "' 
"wink, wink, 
nudge, nudge" 
term for 
promiscuous 
women. And 
by the early 
twentieth 
Originally meaning 'happy', gay became a 
standard issue term for homosexual 
of weakness to ~plely QD. skin color, acsent. rel~on. p<Jbtlcal:platforms •. · ....•. ···· i / ··•·• ; 
symbols of ~ionality,or~, These~es .. lconsidenn~pltl~jnthewa¥ 
strength. What ~- ot\eqbased on .feara Qr,.igit~ •. r 'Yas raised. MY pa:rent$\~<igay 
began as a stigma ~~t sadly··· enough. the)'. dcf'exiat.r Jli~y /friends, and before l •·•·.·. . mPug1lt9 
has become a b:istandbavecaustd-andcontln'iiew'~lyknowwhat J.\11~; ~ 
· • mark of pride. btpse.-\'io~~~murgeranc.tw~:;;i , Mdl~toacceptitaspart'oflifu~ ~ , 
Those who are j7' ' WhensoineoneinhotrtoSexua~. ~d learned to know, !i~~. an~ lov~ .. 
oppressed have ~helhels nota!WaysonbnHtst~ghl lt homosexuals for the peopi~ ... tJley were, 
taken the rhetoric ~sa decision when to face the lll'~juQi~es not '*':hat they di~. in their bedroomsj 
oftheiroppressors ~urly to be encountered, wben qufting <lt:t.>~ngup.myslSt~andlal.waysh<1 
and used it to the to family, friend$ and peers. When a stratght and gay friends,. and ha~ th~ ~ .. century, the 
homosexual community had adopted it 
as their own. In the 1970s, gay became 
a standard issue tenn for homosexual. 
Queen, a tenn favoured by many 
gay men, including our very own Queen 
Saffron (see article this issue) is not, as 
one might expect, an etymological 
aspiration to royalty. The word has its 
roots closer to the street than the palace. 
Queen, when used in this sense, decends 
insinuating that cigarette smoking was 
much more effeminate than cigar 
smoking. 
A third theory (also from Britain) 
is that it comes from the practice of 
'fagging,' in British schools, where 
younger boys were humiliated, and 
made to do menial task by older students. 
Dyke, like most of these tenns, 
was first used in a derogatory sense. In 
d fth · ~- ,,. th 1 "b fteedotntochoosehowmuchwewlSbed goo o e oppressed. Htstory bears this person stays In e c oset, one ()ail c to • th diffi ent 1'ti sty! 
· d · ( b "Prim lr d t. ·t .1 t1 . d.l __ ...._. etlJOY ese er 1 e es. out a gam an a gam remem er, us f~ce o sr s~ en y, 1nwar Y ~wmg Personally, I try not . to judge r 
Sucks!"). With cage, wblleso~eonespewsfotth.a someone on their sexuality, race or 
There are hundreds of other queer rass homosexual JO~e: An.out person religion. What matters to me is their 
words. If you are interested in learning rn not. only be subJected to the ~me overaltmorality. It makes mote sense 
more about queer language, a good place fr~ss jokes but also, to $~C)etal to me to despise someone for being a 
to start is The Alyson Almanac. Or, if ~tereotypes from otherwtse Cant:lJl and liar, thief, wife beater, or rapist, than to 
you're just interested in fringe language }veil educated prople ·· despise them because they are gaylbil 
in general, try The Dictionary of Slang ! The stereotypes caJl~ diff~nt queer/straight or blacklyeUow/pinkl 
or Wicked Words. pependinguponthesex.ualitj. ~piw white. •··•·• I 
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Knocking at theGATE's of heaven 
by Jamie 
Thurston Taylor would have been 
happy to see the Other Press queer issue. 
Taylor was one of this city's first gay 
rights pioneers. 
Born in 1905, Taylor came out to 
his father in 1920. In the 1970s, as the 
gay liberation movement was becoming 
organized in Vancouver, the mainstream 
press was the absolute pillar in this city 
of the fear and loathing that was then 
widely prevalent in the city's 
establishment. The Vancouver Sun was 
the primary culprit at the time. It was 
an obvious target for the new local gay 
rights group, of which Taylor was a 
member. 
In 1973, GATE was refused space 
for an ad in the Vancouver Sun. The ad 
stated simply, "Subscribe to Gay Tide, 
$1 for six issues. All papers sent in plain 
brown wrapper with the address of the 
organization given." The ad was again 
refused in 1974. The Sun informed the 
groups that it would not print an ad 
containing words such as " gay" or 
"homophile." GATE took a complaint 
to the human rights commission, under 
legislation that had been introduced 
under the NDP government of Dave 
Barrett. The commission concluded that 
the Sun's policy, "constitutes 
discrimination without reasonable 
OnJune28, 1961.1, a routine police 
raid on a New York city bar turned into 
a full-blown riot when police were 
repulsed by the bar's patrons and 
members of the community in the 
vicinity of the raid. The event became 
known as the Stonewall Riot and a new 
political movement was born. Gays and 
lesbians were no longer content to work 
behind the scenes in small numbers. 
Chapters of the Gay Liberation Front 
appeared in cities across North America, 
including Vancouver. The GLF rejected 
the notion of a gay subculture in favour 
of a view which saw gays and lesbians 
as part of the larger community. The 
GLF supported public campaigning for 
gay rights. 
One commentator referred to the 
oup as a kind of"gay Vietcong." The 
GLF, like many of those early groups, 
did not survive long but was soon 
replaced by the Gay Alliance Toward 
Equality, formed in June 1971. GATE 
soon launched its own newspaper for the 
local community, Gay Tide. GATE and 
other Canadian groups sponsored this 
country's first public rallies for gay civil 
rights in August of 1971, calling for 
changes in the criminal code which 
maae intimacy between gay men, and 
often women, a criminal act. 
On being a dysfunctional 
homosexual 
by B.C. Allen 
Community, as it is so often called, 
is a small population with common 
interests, goals etc .... and they are usually 
formed based on a need of support. When 
these communities are formed, a 
reputation quickly ensues, and viewed as 
either negative or positive. As a member 
of the Gay Community, I am often asked 
if I do drag or ifl have the desire to become 
a woman, I feel that people ask such 
questions because they are mislead, mostly 
by the media, as to who gay people are. 
I am unable to represent or even 
explain gays, 
because we 
are all 
community, or the one portrayed by the 
media. Now the harsh misconceptions 
which many people adhere to, I had a great 
deal of misunderstanding and 
unwillingness to believe. So then I was 
faced with yet another dilemma, I did not 
have a place to feel secure, grow and 
explore. The reason I did not fit into the 
gay community was because of what I had 
learned, the multiple partners, excessive 
drug use, and rampant disease. This was 
not on my "Agenda", mind you neither was 
being gay bashed, ostracized, or 
misunderstood. 
This leads me 
different. 
Now I know 
that you have 
heard this all 
I am often asked if I do drag or if I 
have the desire to be a woman 
to the overall point of 
comprehension of 
what is called the gay 
community. In my 
before, so for 
those of you 
who have read this and understand it, you 
can stop reading, however those who still 
do not understand, please, let me try and 
explain it to you. 
As a gay male growing up in a 
conservative farming community, I was 
unable to relate to my peers because I 
always had a sense of being different. I 
should explain that I knew and understood 
my sexuality at a young age, however I 
could not relate to backwards attitudes like 
homophobia. Hence, I felt different. By 
not having a place in my own home and 
community I looked towards the gay 
point of view, it does 
not really exist. Well 
it does, but not for 
the reasons which everyone thinks, and 
only for those reasons. 
To be short, kind oflate I know but. .. 
Everyone is different but we all have the 
same basic needs, understanding, 
acceptance, and respect. Must we 
determine who attains these based on 
qualities so irrelevant? Who am I is 
important for you to understand so that we 
can communicate and be functional, 
whether we are friends, co-workers, or just 
passing on the street. We are all responsible 
to our society and communities, but most 
importantly for building them. 
cause." 
The Vancouver Sun, determined 
not to have the word "gay" printed in its 
pages, appealed to the Supreme Court 
of British Columbia, arguing that 
freedom of the press was at stake. GATE 
replied in kind, arguing that the 
Vancouver Sun had interfered with the 
Q3 
group's own freedom of the press by 
refusing the ad. The appeal was 
dismissed. The battle went on, and in 
1977 the BC Court of Appeals ruled in 
favour of the Sun, arguing that "honest 
bias ... honestly held" was not 
unreasonable. 
The case came to the Supreme 
Court of Canada in 1978. GATE 
members were generally not well off and 
were hard pressed to raise the neccessary 
funds. Cultural events were held, 
members stood outside of bars and 
coffee shops to raise money, and took 
whatever measures were needed to be 
able to fight the Vancouver Sun in the 
highest court in the land. The court ruled 
6-3 in favour of the Sun. Dissenting 
judges accused the majority of 
substituting subjective opinion for the 
fact of discrimination which had taken 
place. 
Despite the loss in court, GATE 
saw the six-year legal battle as 
enormously successful in its efforts to 
make public the issue of gay rights. 
GATE dissolved itself after nine 
years of existence, having concluded 
that it had accomplished its objective in 
Vancouver of establishing a public gay 
rights movement and creating a level of 
support for gays and lesbians w.ithin 
some other sectors of society. 
The gay community's struggle for 
real freedom of the press continued in 
the face of police raids against gay 
newspapers and continues today in the 
face of seizures by Canada Customs, 
sometimes of the most innocuous 
material. As recently as last month Little 
Sister's Bookstore (located at 1221 
Thurlow in the West End) won a partial 
ruling in BC Supreme Court that Canada 
Customs had acted contrary to the 
Charter of Rights and Freedoms in using 
its mandate to censor books. Today, the 
word gay does occasionally appear in 
the pages of the Vancouver Sun. 
Q4 
Closets? of colour 
by Sojouner Truth 
Where to start? I guess you can 
say, for me, that it really started a long 
time ago. 1t started when I was a young 
person. I have lived here in Vancouver 
all my life, but I have traveled to many 
places across Canada all the way to the 
east coast. I have also been to my native 
country the land of my ancestors, for a 
whole summer when I was younger. 
I was born to immigrant parents 
who were separated for ten years before 
they were reunited in Canada. We led a 
hard life, partly because we were very 
poor; but we didn't stay poor. We were 
able to get enough money happening to 
support a family of five, and help support 
relatives in my native country with 
money, clothes and food. 
Enough about that and on to other 
stuff like how I have always remembered 
feeling different all my life. Different in 
dress, culture, food habits, etc., you get 
the"t>icture. There was a lot that I did not 
understand and I knew that it had to come 
from living and being raised in two 
distinctly different cultures. 
So here I am , in my second 
semester, on campus at Douglas College 
for the next several years. I have already 
learned a lot. Some of what I have learned 
has come from classes that I have 
attended and from the excellent people I 
have met. 
It is an absolutely, fabulous thing 
to see that I am getting to enjoy and 
maintain good relationships with 
cafeteria, support and faculty staff. Best 
of all, I am getting to know a few students, 
some who are on their way to becoming 
my friends. I am also setting my life up 
at school so I can do my best; like making 
contacts at Student Services and at the 
Womyn 's Centre. 
Life has been hard for me here at 
school, particularly last semester. I 
came to this school expecting to 
work hard, have fun and be 
successful. I wanted my time 
here to be different than when I 
was in high school and in 
another college. I was not 
very well prepared for the 
homesickness that I felt. 
Not that I was any more 
prepared for the 
isolation I suffered here 
at school. 
I am a bisexual lesbian of 
colour, to put a label on it. Not just a 
homosexual womyn of colour, but an 
Asian one. Many of the things I noticed 
that stemmed from my isolation included 
being Asian, becoming an adult, 
remembering that I am not in high school 
any more and being a womyn. Also, 
trying to be the success that my parents 
want me to be, trying to remember that I 
am smart, that I am completely good and 
kind, and am worthy and deserving of 
having the life that I want. 
What's funny is that even though I 
appear to have self confidence, 
intelligence, a good sense of humour and 
a deep respect for people, I do not take 
myself seriously. At least, I am not yet 
able. One of the interesting facts that 
keeps slipping from my mind is being a 
hi-lesbian Asian. I mean, I can remember 
that I am Asian or that I am gay, but I can 
not seem to remember that I am both. 
The atmosphere here at school is 
good at reinforcing those disparate 
images of myself. It is easy to 
remember that I am Asian because 
there is a huge Asian student 
population here. It is also easy 
to remember that I am lesbian 
because I met a gay male 
student who encouraged 
me to go to the Lesbian1 
Gay and Bisexual 
Collective meetings 
and by being the part 
of a flaming queer 
that is me. 
However, it is 
not easy for me 
to remember 
that I am 
Asian and 
queer 
s i nee 
there 
isn't a visible community on campus. 
My lesdar/gaydar (lesbian or gay 
radar)has not been working since I 
arrived at school last semester. For 
example, there have been a few people 
who are obviously lesbigay, but I 
completely missed their presence here at 
the school. So, after a super long 
introduction, what_I want to know is 
where are all the lesbigay Asians 
here on campus? Where 
Queen Saffron returns! 
Yes my loyal followers, I have returned home to be with my endearing people. 
After a long visit to a benighted land to make my presence a blessing, the multitude ofhicks 
and rednecks who appear to have been trapped in a merciless vortex of de-evolution. I felt a 
deep need to reach out to those who have been suffering. I now realize that regardless of the 
infinite power and compassion that I possess, I was unable to reach out and show these morally 
starved beings the true path oflife. We can all understand the errors of their ways, so we must all 
go forth anrl show them reality. I know that it is an overwhelming feeling, but we must struggle 
with the process and bare witness to the truth. 
Again I apologize for my absence, but I must now go. Many obligations are to be dealt 
with when you are a Queen. Be good to each other and most importantly love each other. After 
all, we are all human. 
With love and kisses, 
Queen Saffron 
xxoo 
are all your closets located? 
I mean, it is bad enough that we, 
as Asians, are invisible because of the 
oppression and racism that we face 
everyday; both internal and external. Add 
to that the burden of gay oppression 
where there are no physical 
characteristics to distinguish a 
homosexual from a heterosexual. So 
then, we have what is called doubl.e 
oppression which hits us hard because we 
have so much junk to deal with. 
Come out, come out wherever you 
are! At least come out to me and please 
don't be afraid to be out of the 
closet to other Asians. This 
queer Asian needs to 
February 6, 199 
have her community visible to her fo 
support. At least, a community of two o 
more is preferable to the singularity o 
one and this campus would feel muc 
safer for me. It is so tiring to be just on 
lone person and I don't. know anyone els 
who might know anyone else. Hey 
Maybe we could start up our own grou 
for queer Asians, support group style 
What a great idea! I am so brilliant an 
flexible! Gotta Luv me!Let's see, ho 
could we set this up and make ourselve 
feel both safe and· available to each other. 
Oh, we could maybe leave anonymou 
notes to each other at the Other Pres 
using pseudonyms; that could work 
Well, you already know my pseudonym 
so let's get to know each other. 
How out is out? 
by A.C. 
Flammer, queer, faggot and dyke, to some this is the defmition of 
"out." To others "out" is knowing who you are and loving yourself, and 
yet to others "out" a horrifYing and unreachable concept. I consider myself 
out-my partner knows but my kids don't, I tell my friends but not my 
instructors, I've had wonderful supportive responses and I've been shunned 
by people who were once my friends. February is one year since I "came 
out" and it's a risky process no matter what your definition. I've been told 
by some of the gay community that I'm confused, unable to face my 
homosexuality and I've been told by some of the straight community that 
I'm confused, it's just a faze. Well, I know who I am and I know where I 
come from. I am many things but first and most importantly I'm a person, 
___________________________________________________ _.._......,. _________ ......,. ....... ___ _ 
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Treasury board of Canada grants same sex benefits 
by Dia Richardson 
In Ng.yember 1995, a 
MemornndwnofUndernmnrung~OlD 
was passed between the Treasury Board 
of Canada and the major public service 
unions, which granted some same-sex 
partner benefits to the union members. 
While some people would consider this 
a progressive move for the Government 
of Canada, for the Public Service 
Alliance of Canada (PSAC) it was not 
enough. 
PSAC refused to sign the 
Memorandwn of Understanding on the 
grounds that, whatever its intent, it 
constituted continued 
proposed, as an alternative, a MOU that 
guaranteed that spousal benefits are to 
be provided without regard to sexual 
orientation for all applicable collective 
agreement items as well as for the Public 
Service Health Care Plan. This would 
be accomplished by the elimination of 
the phrase "of the opposite sex" from 
the definitions of"common-law spouse" 
and "spouse". 
The MOU, as proposed by the 
Treasury Board, was passed regardless 
of PSAC's objections on November 16, 
· 1995. While PSAC still refused to sign, 
agreement. There have been recent wins 
at adjudication". 
Sinclair also felt that for PSAC 
this also a strong women's issue. She 
explained that, ''there has been a close 
tie in with the women's movement since 
the 1980's as PSAC has a high 
composition of woman employees. At 
the last National Women's Conference 
lesbians were recognized as a special 
interest group along with women of 
color and disabilities". 
History: 
This is not the firnt time that the 
Pension Plan Act, have 
received wide media 
attention. This fight was 
under way for eight yearn, 
_through varied 
courthouses, multiple 
decisions and a final split 
court, when the Supreme 
Court reached it's decision 
on May 25, 1995. Since 
then a documentary has 
been made and aired on 
James Egan's story titled 
"Jim loves Jack." 
direct discrimination ,.------------·------------........... 
based on sexual 
government has been 
challenged on their 
definition of a 
spouse, and not just 
Currently: 
In January 1996, 
the Reform Party lashed 
the government for 
agreeing to pay 
compensation to gay 
employees who had 
orientation. PSAC 
had two main 
objections to the 
proposed MOU. Firnt, 
that the union 
These challenges have been increasing in 
revent years as more homosexuals fight for 
their rights 
by their own 
employees . For 
years homosexual 
groups and j individuals have -membern in same-sex 
spousal relationships 
would only be entitled to a portion of 
the leave and benefit entitlements which 
members in a heterosexual spousal 
relationship (common-law or marriage) 
already receive. Secondly, that the 
members would receive this lesser 
package based on the recognition of a 
"partner" rather than a "spousal" 
relationship. 
For months before the MOU 
was passed, PSAC tried to communicate 
with the Treasury Board. They 
UNIONSA.fFECTBD 
they also in no way impeded 
implementation of the policy. While 
they welcomed the access to leave 
benefits, they felt the MOU did not go 
nearly far enough. 
Kay Sinclair, Co-president 
PSAC Surrey Tax Centre Local and a 
member of the PSAC Lesbian and Gay 
Support GTOup states that, "we will 
continue to be activists by having 
affected members file grievances to 
obtain rights under the collective 
been fighting the 
government to obtain benefits and to 
fight discrimination under the Human 
Rights Act. (In fact, it has been almost 
25 years (August 1971) since 100 
lesbians and gays marched to Parliament 
Hill- the firnt gay political action on the 
Hill.) These challenges have been 
increasing in recent years as moTe 
homosexuals fight for their rights. 
Cases such as Egan v. Canada 
'95, in which James Egan fought to 
obtain spousal benefits under the Canada 
previously been refused leave to handle 
partner-related responsibilities. In the 
second week of January the government 
announced that it had agreed to pay $500 
as "moral prejudice" compensation to 
homosexual employees who had 
complained to the Canadian Human 
Rights Commission. 
Note: the government only 
agreed to this compensation after the 
Treasury Board MOU oflast November. 
On January 15, Ian McClelland, 
Edmonton Reform MP and public 
service critic, accused the government 
of trying to sneak in legal recognition 
of same-sex couples against the will of 
Canadians and Parliament. He cited a 
free vote in the Commons last 
September that went 124-52 against a 
motion to legally recognize such 
relationships. 
McClelland said, "Canadians, 
however tolerant, do not want the 
government of Canada to officially 
recognize same-sex partnerships as 
being the equivalent to marriage." 
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Queer sports 
by Miguel Strother 
For those of you in the gay and lesbian community who are activity seeking 
to become involved in a sporting activity, we at the Other Press are happy to 
provide you with a small list of gay- and lesbian-only sporting clubs. 
The Cutting Edge gay-only Hockey team is currently in its firnt year of 
operation. They have two teams and are always looking for new playern with 
hockey experience. For more information call253-6780. 
"Vancouvern Gay Volleyball Association" is running leagues for playern 
of all abilities. A drop-in league is also offered on Friday nights starting at 6 PM 
at King George school. The cost is $5 and playern are accepted on a first come 
firnt serve basis. For more information please call290-0133. 
For those who enjoy the tortures oflong dismnce running, Front Runners 
Running Club may be worth calling for information. The phone number is 681-
5416. 
If none of these activities are your bag but you wish to fmd an athletic 
activity that is, come on down to the office and we will see.ifwe can't help you 
out. 
Jim loves Jack 
by Daniela Zanatta 
Jim Egan and Jack Nesbit have been a couple 
for almost 50 years. Egan and Nesbit became a couple 
back in the 40s during a time where it was a crime to 
be gay. The media labeled homosexuals as sexual 
deviants and the police arrested gays for gross 
indecency. 
Egan began a letter campaign in the late 40s 
and 50s sending letters arguing for equality for gays 
and lesbians to the media and politicians. This was 
the start of a long battle to change the views and laws 
on homosexuality. Egan stopped his campaigning in 
the 60s because of the disruption it caused their lives 
and the lack of response from the gay community. 
When Egan turned 65 he took up the battle 
again. His quest was to receive spousal benefits 
through his old age pension plan. This turned into an 
eight year battle through the courts. The final decision 
came in 1995. Egan and Nesbit were denied same 
sex benefits. 
Jim Loves Jack: The James Egan Story, a 
documentary depicting their lives, will air on the 
Knowledge Network on Thursday, March 7, at 10 pm. 
-
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The Penguin Book of Gay Short Stories 
Edited by David Leavitt and Mark Mitchell 
Penguin Books 
by Kevin Sallows 
I met him under a fading August 
sun by the pool last summer. The wading 
pool, that is. He was a Parks & Rec 
lifeguard and I was a Douglas student. 
He guessed as much, and as we got 
talking about school I happened to 
mention that I 
worked at the 
Other Press. 
issue." 
Yep, that was the one. He seemed 
a little confused as to why we would 
print that sort of stuff. 
"Weren't there," he paused, trying 
to find the right words, "weren't there ... 
"0-o-o-
oh," he said, 
seriously, "the 
Other Press." 
He spoke as of a 
taboo thing, a 
hint of disgust in 
his voice. "The 
Other Press, 
that's that ... 
newspaper, isn't 
it?" 
THE PENGUIN BOOK OF 
GAY SHORT STORIES 
The Penguin Book of Gay Short 
Stories wouldn't go down so well with 
my lifeguard friend, which is a shame 
because, were he to read it, he would find 
that it isn't exploitative. Honest, up-
front, moving, yes, but far from 
exploitative. 
This anthology contains a wide 
range of stories and should do much to 
dispel the idea that the gay experience 
is a homogenous one, common to all gay 
men. As editor David Leavitt specifies 
in his introduction, each story either 
addresses "the experience of love 
between men, explores the nature of 
homosexual identity, or investigates the 
kinds of relationships gay men have 
with each other, with their friends and 
with their families." 
It's not just about sex 
AIDS or mincing, 
as in much writing meant to be read for 
pleasure, many of the stories in the 
anthology are either admittedly or 
transparently autobiographical. An 
example is J.R. Ackerly's excerpt from 
his novel, My Father and Myself, in 
which he describes his frustrations 
through the course of many years spent 
trying to find his ignis fatuus, his Ideal 
Friend. 
John Cheever's excerpt from 
Falconer is interesting in that it explores 
the experience of an otherwise 
heterosexual man who is driven, albeit 
driven very easily, by the closed quarters 
and loneliness of jail life to a 
homosexual affair in which he falls in 
love with, strangely enough, a 
strange and unnatural?" 
While Cheever leans a bit more to 
the explicit side with his excerpt, other 
stories in the anthology are much more 
subtle. 
Sherwood Anderson's 'Hands' is, 
in my mind, the anthology's highlight. 
In telling the story of Wing 
Biddlebaum 's hands, Anderson 
comments that "it is a job for a poet." 
Whether this was meant as a self-
deprecating comment or not, Anderson 
is the man for the job--his words are 
firmly rooted in prose, yet he manages 
to capture a poetic mood. This eloquent 
tale of misplaced accusations and blind 
homophobia moved me more in its five 
pages than many novels have in their 
entirety. 
A n 
interesting 
"yep, 
that's the one." I 
was intrigued by 
the unfortunate 
tone he had used 
when speaking 
of the OP and, 
being a curious 
person by 
nature, I had to 
ask what it was 
that he didn't 
like about the 
lisping men parading 
about in drag. 
In fact m 
Christopher 
Isherwood's 'Sally 
Bowles' the fact that 
the protagonist is gay 
This eloquent tale of misplaced accusations and 
blind homophobia moved me more in its five pages 
than many novels have in their entirety. 
thing is that the 
stories aren't 
written 
exclusively by 
gay males. 
is nothing more than a 
minor detail. The story 
0 
is essentially about the 
P. D J T 'ED 11 Y 
paper. 
Well, he 
couldn't 
understand why 
there had to be 
DAVID I.EAVITT & MARK MITCHELL 
platonic, on-again, off-again maddening young hustler 'who could 
relationship between the unbearably give Holly Golightly a run for her 
forgiving Chris and Miss Bowles, who money. Popular literary theme, that 
is sort of a low-grade version of Holly unrequited love/friendship. 
Golightly, the maddening tramp-for-hire · Cheever has a knack for crafting 
in Truman Capote's Breakfast at dialogue that makes his characters 
Tiffany's. It's hard no~ to feel like giving entirely believable. He comes up with. 
Chris a healthy smack in the melon what are basically great one-liners: 
when reading the story. "With the exception of organized so much 
swearing in it. 
Fair enough. And then there was that 
issue... something about homosexuals. 
I didn't really get what he was trying to 
say. But it wasn't that he didn't know 
what he wanted to say, it was more as if 
he didn't want to come around to it. 
Then I figured out what he was 
trying to verbalize and had the first 
inklings of where this conversation was 
going. 
"You must mean the gay & lesbian 
you know, 'exploitive' (sic) pictures in 
there?" 
One wonders what it is that draws religion and triumphant fucking, 
perfectly reasonable people like Chris to Farragut considered transcendent 
fair-weather, money-grubbing "friends" experience to be perilous rubbish." 
No, I couldn't recall any pictures 
portraying whatever it was that he had 
it in his head that we were portraying. 
He confessed that he didn't "agree" with 
same-sex couples. I didn't bother trying 
to explain any further because, at this 
point, I asked and he told me that he was 
a Christian, and it was far too nice a day 
to go messing with someone's ideology. 
like Sally, although it's likely that most Another ofhis characters delivers 
ofushaveknown(orperhapsknow),at a line that neatly states the pro-gay 
least one or two people, male or female, argument that if something feels right, 
that are from this mold. You know, the then surely it can't be anything other 
ones that disappoint you and make you than natural: "I mean if someone took a 
crazy but that you can't help thinking pictureofthisfellowkissingmeitwould 
about. be for me a very strange and natural 
Some of the material appears to picture, but why should my cock have 
be straight fiction (no pun intended) but, begun to put on weight if it was all so 
Pansy Division 
Pile up 
Lookout 
by Dia Richarsdon 
The newest Pansy Division CD is 
a collection of singles, compilation cuts 
and rare tracks. Overall it's pretty typical 
fare for Pansy. A little unpolished, a little 
loud, a little raucous and a lot offeeling. 
Pansy Division plays queer rock 
and roll at its best and worst. Their best 
is their lyrics. They sing specifically 
about queer issues but always with a 
sense of humour, even when dealing 
with serious subjects such as AIDS. 
Pansy Division's worst is their 
overall sound. While I like the group, I 
find it impossible to listen to their music 
for too long at one sitting. Why? Their 
music has such a rough edge that 
eventually your tired ears succumb and 
their songs are reduced to nothing more 
than a jumble of chaotic noises. 
Usually there is little 
comparison between a band's live 
performance and their fmished, studio 
mastered CD. I have seen Pansy 
Division in person, I have listened to 
most of their CDs and strangely enough 
they sound the same live and recorded. 
To some this persistent rough edge might 
be considered a plus, while other over-
consumered ears, like mine, will miss 
the digital polish that most CDs create. 
But I will always come back for 
the lyrics. I will remember the words 
and I will smile. 
There are 
contributions 
from hets 
(Graham 
Greene, 
William Trevor) and women (Barbara 
Pym, Ann Beattie), although there isn't 
any lesbian content here. That subject is 
touched on in The Penguin Book of 
Lesbian Short Stories, a companion 
piece to this anthology. 
All in all this is an excellent 
anthology for those seeking a realistic 
portrayal of a minority that is too often 
misrepresented or underrepresented in 
mainstream books, movies and other 
media. The only sad thing about a book 
such as this is that it seems fated to be 
read mainly by the already converted-
homosexuals and those sympathetic to 
their cause. 
A parting shot to those who 
wouldn't be caught dead with this 
anthology: reading this book can't hurt 
you. Why, I read the whole damn thing 
and I haven't noticed any queer 
sensations running through my body. 
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The Little Sister's Story 
by Androgynous 
On Januacy...l9., after a decade of writer, had this to say about Custom's 
fighting Canada Customs, Little Sister's behaviour: "The assumption is 
and the BC Civil Liberties Association therefore, that there must be something 
paradoxically won and lost their case. pornographic because of my sexual 
The Gay and Lesbian Bookstore has orientation, and I think that is a shocking 
been battling it out with customs over way to deal with my community." 
the past decade. The gay and lesbian Another questionable practice by 
books that were seized by customs were C a n a d a 
deemed "obscene" and thus not suitable Customs was 
for sale in Canada. to censor 
In a ruling, Justice Kenneth Smith c o n d o m 
declared that the Seizures made by advertisements 
Customs were "the arbitrary and in gay 
improper consequence of an inadequate m a g a z i n e s 
and flawed administration of the which had 
legislation," and that the seizures were important 
a part of a "grave systematic problem." information 
However, Canada Customs still about the 
has the authority to seize materials that AIDS virus 
they deem obscene, including those and how to 
materials destined for Little Sisters. Such p r o t e c t 
books include Jane Rule's award oneself. This 
winning book The Young in One censorship 
Another s Arms. Jane Rule, a Canadian came at a time 
Forbidden 
Passages: 
Writings 
banned in 
Canada 
by Daniela Zanatta 
Books are meant to be read and would warrant their destruction? 
enjoyed by all people, but there is a Well, to find out pick up a copy of 
group of people who have the right Forbidden Passages: Writings 
to limit our access to books: Canada Banned in Canada. 
Customs. 
Customs has the 
right to seize materials 
they deem obscene. 
They have been 
stopping books at the 
border, specifically 
books destined for the 
shelves of the four gay 
and lesbian 
bookstores in Canada. 
These books have not 
only been held up at 
the border, but they 
have also been 
confiscated, damaged 
and destroyed . 
Vancouver's gay, 
lesbian, bisexual 
bookstore, Little 
Sister's Book and Art 
Emporium, has 
experienced Canada 
Customs censorship. 
Books that have been 
seized from the Little 
Sister's shipments 
have been labeled 
sexually degrading, 
obscene and 
politically suspect. 
W hat kind of 
material fou nd in 
these b ooks that 
when the spread of AIDS was at its peak 
among gay men. 
The lawyers for Canada Customs 
were poorly prepared and asked for 
extensions numerous times. At one point 
one of their lawyers was so unprepared 
he broke down in the court room. 
Pierre 
Burton, the 
n o t e d 
Canadian 
author, 
testified on 
behalf of 
Little Sister's 
and believed 
that some of 
the books 
seized by 
customs had 
academ i c 
merit. Oscar 
Wilde, the 
well known 
Forbidden Passages contains 
excerpts from books and magazines 
that have been stopped at the border, 
as well as an introduction by Pat 
Califia, lesbian writer, 
and Janine Fuller, 
manager of Little 
Sisters. 
The purpose for 
the publication this 
book is to raise funds 
to help pay for the 
Little Sister's trial and 
to increase awareness 
of censorship in 
Canada and the US. 
Forbidden 
Passages does contain 
material that is graphic, 
and many people 
would find the pictures 
and the • words 
offensive. These books 
were not written to 
offend people, but to be 
thought-provoking, or 
cause anger or joy, just 
as any book should. 
Not everyone 
wants to read about 
coming out, anal 
penetration , 
sadomasochistic 
fantasies, or any books 
about gays, but it is our 
right to b e able to 
choose what we want 
to read. 
Victorian poet, playwright and writer 
was detained at the border, his literature 
was deemed "obscene" by Canadian 
Customs. Even books without sexual 
explicitness, such as Tomboys, which 
features coming out stories by lesbians, 
and Three Literary Friendships. 
The books that are seized are 
burned. In Nazi Germany, books were 
burned because the government did not 
agree with what they said. 
The larger bookstores, like 
Duthie's Books, do carry some of the 
prohibited books, and they have had little 
problems with Canada Customs. For the 
court case Janine Fuller, the manager for 
Little Sister's had to provide the 
government's lawyer with copies of the 
prohibited books. Little Sister's went 
to Duthie's Books and asked them to 
order the books. The books were 
stopped at the border, looked at and then 
released. 
In 1992, Madonna's book, Sex, 
had little problem at the border although 
it contained sexually explicit images and 
sado-machochisic images that some 
would consider degrading to women. 
Little Sister's are still having 
problems with Customs. The books are 
still being seized at the border, including 
books that are "completely non sexually 
specific," said Janine Fuller. She 
believes that "in a free country like 
Canada, the government has no place in 
what Canadians can and can not read." 
Although Little Sister's is 
somewhat pleased with the ruling, PEN 
Canada, a group that fights for freedom 
of expression, is "very disappointed" 
with the ruling which states the 
legislation is not itself unconstitutional. 
Little Sister's is planning to appeal the 
decision but believes the ruling was "a 
75 per cent victory" said Jim Deva, co-
owner of the bookstore. 
Stt/gge,ted: 
tiiS'''''·•4o.d!l<"' """""''''~lli"Rg~,, 
You caii also tea~h on ~m!h at 
lsist~rs@netfinder.~om ~r Qn t~e Welt at http:// 
'WWW.netfinder.cotnfsistersl or juslpiCk:'up th phone 
at (604) 669 .. 1753, 'rheirJoll free Qrder number is 1 ~ 
800~567~ 1662. 
-
QB 
Here's a tidbit out of The Art of Kissing, characters 
changed to reflect our Pink Press, first printed in 1936. 
)In e;q:erpt from a contemporary writer will; perfiaps,give us some 
Ufea of wfiat fiappens. 
"''1ie top gentfemen aruf 6ottom gentfemen range tliemsefves 
a6out tfie room. In feap year tfie 6ottom gentfemen sefect a 
partner, aruf togetner tney snufj(e a6out on tfie carpet unti[ 
tfiey are cnargea witn efectricity, tfie Eignts in tfie room 
naving 6een first turned Cow. 'I'fien tliey Rjss in tlie dar~ aruf 
rna~ tfie sparR.§ fly for tlie amusement of tfie onCoo~s. • 
.,. 
<During a gatfiering of men, on a co{(f, dry nigfit wlien tfie air is 
overCoaaea witfi eCectricity. CBut 6e certain tfiat neitfier you nor your 
partnertoucfies eacfi otfier after sfiu.ff1ing on tfie carpet witfi your feet. 
?dere[y Cean over sfow{y and, wlien your Cips are a6out fia[f an incfi 
apart, sCow tfie process down even more untif tfie sparl?jumps. Jfowever, 
consUfera6{e practice sfiouU 6e fiatf 6efore tfiis fjss variation can 6e 
done successfu[[y. rtlie natura( reaction to tfiis sort of sfiocR._is to puff 
away from eacfi otfier. CBut, try to resist tfiis natura( impufse 6ecause, 
if you do not R._iss tfie moment after tfie sfiocR._fias 6een perpetrated, tfie 
pCeasure wi{{ 6e arr gone. 
v'11t fOiu .- """' ~ ~ .. la.-.1 a..l 
~ ~- o'Jt.- ~ ...,_-~ ~ ~ 
~,d .r-" aia-'- ad ~ ~ tfuu., ~ "" l.a,fo--u-. 
J.k ~ ~ fatW., ad'"'~ ,u tfuu. i... 
~ cfa,.4 ad -ud. J.IU .iur ~ ~ 111-\- &o-
tt..~ ~ la.-.1 ~ o-i .,. ~-
11Je, f.Jl ~ ..d "-L. ~ ad tt- ~ 
~ oHfl .!- '" ~ ,.,. _,tli .. , ~- el-
la ~,.,. ~ ~ tf.U.t.. J.k ~ ~ ~ 
ru....Jf. J.k ~ ~ ~ ~ - /o-\< ~ 
~- a..l .!-~ ~ tfuu. ~ ,.__ ~ '-' 
"* .,. ~ a..l ~ u.... .to-- .,. Ule.. 
J* t.al _,. .............. c...t.-' ..,_ tlut-~ 
....- .,.~ .,.~ ~ .. U...foU. o:l-
w..~-~~.o:l-lK-o:l-.-u.k~~ 
..ut o-/ .,. t-1.. ....,. ,.__ .!- w.U - w..u. ~ 
~ ~ tt..~ ....,. I*"' ~ a-/lac&.. 
t-..-.4 -· 
Once you fiave practiced tfiis for some time you UJi({ 6ecome so 
innuretf to tfie s£iofit sfiocR._tfiat you UJi({ seeR._ more potent eCectric sfiocli.§. 
rtliese can 6e o6tainetf witfi tfie use of an eCectric vi6rator or in fact, 
any device tfiat is worfi.!tf from a 6attery and a coi( wfiicfi steps up tfie 
weaR._3 vo(ts of tfie 6attery. Sfiooting ga/Ieries fiave eCectricity testing 
devices of tfiis nature wfiicfi fiave two fiaru{{es. J.k ~ - - ~ M-al &at a..l '"' ~ 
No matter wfiat you use, tfie metfiotf is as foCWws: first you limlfo-" ~ fv.d ti.M. 11Je, f.Jl ....J., ~ ~ i... 
tafi.! fio[tf of one of tfie tfie five wire, of tfie fiand{e of tfie macfiine, if ~ _.;.. ~. ~ ,...W o..t *t ~ i... ~ 
tfiat is wfiat you are using. rtlien, your partner sfiouU tafi.! fio[tf of tfie ~"1-t, a..l ~  *t ~ ..1-~ ,.U, 
otfier poCe, or fiantfCe. rtliis done, 6ring your Cips togetfier unti( tfiere is ".!- r-, t-·" 
a6out an eigfitfi of an incfi separating your Cips. )It tfiis moment, turn 
tfie rfieostat tfiat increases tfie current. )Is soon as tfie cfiarge is strong 
enoug fi, a sudden, intense sparR._ UJi{{jump tfie gap of your Cips. )Igain 
do not flincfi 6ut seize fio[tf of tfie opportunity of 6ringing your Cips 
togetfier in a grand, cCimatic R._iss. rr1ie aavantage of tfiis metfiotf is 
tfiat you can regufate tfie eCectricaf cfiarges so tfiat, wfien you 6ecome 
innuretf to one strengtfi, you can increase tfie current a(most inde.finite{y. 
ctrw ~ .!- st..tt ~ - .c.-. '1o-" tt.at 
~ '"' lK-'"' .-u.,., ~ al taal ~ 
aft oLL., IW ~ ~ o'J~ a aft, tt.at 
~~~ r. 
)I word of warning, fiowever is apropos fiere. 6e satisfied witfi 
tfie current generated 6y tfiis 6attery set. (])on 't 6e Cifi.! a youngjriena 
of mine wfio discovered tfiat tfie 6a~tery set, even at its fiigfiest output, 
was too wealifor fiim and fiis partner. CBeing of an e.x:perimenta( nature, 
fie tfecitfetf to see wfiat wouU fiappen were fie to use tfie ordinary fiouse 
current as tfie eCectrica( stimu{us. 
)I ntf so, togetfier witfi fiis Cover, fie pfacetf fiimself in front of an 
eCectric warr outCet into wfiicfi fie fiat! screwed a p(ug and a wire wfiose 
end fiatf 6een frayed so tfiat tfie two wires were separated. Ta/{ing fio[tf 
of one wire, fie aavisetf tfie guy to tali.! fio[tf of tfie otfier. rr1ien using 
tfie usua[ueCectric R._iss" tecfinique, fie 6ent over and started to 6ring fiis 
Cips sCow[y towards tfie guy's Cips. Jfe got as far as a6out fia[f an incfi 
from fiis Cips, and tfiats a[[ CBecause, a moment Cater, fie saw a 6Cinding 
flame sear across fiis eyes and fie feCt an enotmous 6Cow jo(t fiim off fiis 
feet. 'Wfien fie came to enoug fi to realize wfiere fie was, fie found fiimself 
aspraw( on tfie floor, fiis 6oyfrienii in a simifar position a few feet 
away. rr1ie resuft was a pair of 6urnetf Cips and a com6inea tfetennination 
to sticR._to tfie oU fasFiionetf way of fjssing. rr1ie 6urnetf Cip UJi({ a(ways 
spurn tfie flame. 
'Warning: tDo not try tfiis one at fiome kj&'tes and (iodfor6U[tfon 't 
try it witfi a mem6er of tfie opposite s~.l 
The instant they were 
in bed Miss Aldclyffe freed 
herself from the the last 
remnant of restraint. She 
flung her arms round the 
young girl, and pressed her 
gently to her heart. "Now 
kiss me," she said 
--Thomas Hardy, 
Desperate Remedies, 1871, 
The Little Lavender 
Book, 1994 
In various times and places in the 19th 
century, there were common terms to 
describe love relationships between women, 
such as "the love of kindred spirits," 
"Boston marriages," and "sentimental 
friends . . . . The 18th century also had a 
term for love between womyn -- romantic · 
friendship. 
-Lillian Faderman, 1981, The Little 
Lavender Book, 1994 
s~ a:J>y~rs Ulu Sonu:mte fa-m£/.ia-r, 
tlfd I don't know ~r. 
lo Look at ~r. 
s~ £s a- str-a-rze~r to 'I?'Le . 
Eva aJt~r w~ a-r~ £ntr-oducai 
a-nd ed to know cutch other a- Uttk, 
s~ stfll has a- stra-rze~r s aura- about ~r. 
Then w£thout notfctrze 
s~ ~~ b~'I?'Le as fa-mf1£a-r to 'I?'Le, 
~ me! yrllow a-nd st!Jfd doe that rv~ had, 
st,na I was a- (jou:n/J yascm. 
&fore I r~a.Uzal wJiat was ha:Pyentrze, 
s~ had bxonu; as dea-r to 'I?'Le 
as me! yfllow a-nd doe. 
I wdconud eva<!J 'I?'Ledtrze, 
Look.ai forwa-rd to ev~rzlf t£'1?'Le 
w~ w~r~ tqgd~r £n cfass. 
I t~ht syc£aL t~ morrtOLts 
s~ shard the dijf~rat ya-rts 
qf ~rsdv~s w£th 'I?'Le. 
It was then that I sta-rtd r~aLtztrze 
I Loved ~r most duyt¢!. 
It was dur£n,q thos~ tt,'I?'LeS 
that I fdt tfils t~ most. 
I m£ssd ~r when I d£dn't s~~ ~r 
a-nd fdt sad when I couldn't. 
s~ was and ts to 'I?'Le 
Ulu a- wfld a-nd u:nta-'I?'Led b£rd 
soartrze throueh a- duy eree:n forest. 
Ju,st to Look at ~r or to be w£th her 
reminds 'I?'Le how I a-m e.xc£td 
Ju,st to b~ aL£ve. 
s~ rt~minds 'I?'Le how beautiful 
a- s£~e l:iade qf jJ.rass £s 
or a- whoie fieLd fuU. 
E.xceyt now s~ has to eo 
a-nd does not know when s~ wfll be back. 
s~ tdls me that s~ Loves 'I?'Le, 
s~ carc::s about me, a-nd to thank me 
for all t~ eood that I have:: ci.one for ~r. 
s~ thanks 'I?'Le for betrze yat£at, lovtrze 
a-nd suy;xn-t£vc::. 
I tdl ~r t~ SCI-'I?'Le 
_plus that I wfll miss ~r £ncrdtbl<!1 so. 
And thai I a-m duyt<!J sad at ~r kav~takirze. 
It fuls Ulu t~ syot £n me! heart 
that s~ has found for ~rsdf 
wfll be cmytrJ bxause s~ wfll not be t~rc:: 
to ffll £t. 
So, I tdl ~r that s~ £s £~a-nt to 'I?'Le, 
that I wfll aLw~s love:: ~r . 
a-nd that I wfll aLwtt!JS wdcome ~r back 
when s~ dec£des tfuit s~ wa-nts 
a-nd can rdu,rn. 
I 
I j 
... 
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Rose-coloured glasses 
And potato chip sandwiches 
by Jason Kurylo 
The man's voice booms over the 
bass-heavy speakers. Hot banks oflights 
illuminate his face and highlight the 
crazed look in his eyes, the engorged 
flexed tendons in his neck. "YOU!" The 
man points to a worshipping fan and 
makes known his observation. "You look 
- like a jaded fuck!" He then hands the 
drooling follower ~ag and a hammer. 
"Make sure that's a real beer bottle in 
there, then take this hammer and break 
the shit out of it." Seconds later, shards 
of glass litter a two square foot area of 
the stage, the man's face is pressed 
firmly into said shards, and the fan is 
standing on the back of the mans head. 
The man's name is Jim Rose, and 
this is what he does. 
Q: Who are your influences? 
A: Evil Kneivel. Barnum. Howard 
Stern. Don King. Houdini. 
Q: What do you do after a show? 
A: I usually drink a lot of beer after 
a show, and listen to Marty Robbins 
gunfighter ballads. Cool, Cool Water. 
(singing) Out in a west Texas town of 
El Paso .... Ahhh. A Big Gun On His Hip. 
I had a chance to sit down with 
Jim Rose before work a while back, and 
I found out the strangest thing about him: 
he puts potato chips on his sandwiches. 
Jim's a regular guy. You know the 
kind, he loves his wife, he's proud of 
his work, he's humble yet confident and 
funny-but in a serious sort of way. He 
may talk a streak every once in a while 
but, when it comes down to it, the most 
important things to him are success and 
the safety and well-being of his friends 
and family. 
And success has been a huge part 
of his life lately. He's a published writer 
now (Freak Like Me), has a few 
television credits to his name (most 
noticeably the X-Files, playing a 
character based on himself,) and 
travelled the world several times over 
in the line of his work. He's even toured 
with Lollapalooza and, later, with Nine 
Inch Nails. 
As for that safety and well-being 
stuff ... 
Q: Your video was banned in 
British Columbia. Considering 
Vancouver was one of the first places 
your show got any recognition, and the 
fact that you've named 'censorship' as 
the scariest thing around, how do you 
feel about that? 
A: Well, you know it's really 
sad, because they sell that damn video 
in Belfast. They sell it in Dublin, they 
sell in Austria, they sell it in Toronto, 
they sell it all over the world and then 
in one of my favourite cities ... (sigh). 
In the early days, it was only Seattle, 
Portland and Vancouver, you know, so 
I've got some history going on here. 
I'm one of those people that really 
care about that sort of thing, those are 
my three favourite places as far as fans 
go. They were there before 
Lollapalooza. And it was because of 
their responses that I got to go to other 
places. They're very responsible for 
this art fonn. 
Eerie synthesizer music 
accompanies rockshowesque dry ice fog 
rolling off the edge of the stage. Green 
and blue backlights twitter in requisite 
disco fashion while a translucent scrim 
lets the audience see a silhouette of a 
writhing and flailing man. Rose's voice, 
hushed at first, begins his by now 
familiar banter. Within twenty seconds, 
he's full-blown screaming into the mic, 
the scrim is on the ground, and a self-
proclaimed exhibitionist named Lifto 
swings his pelvis towards the crowd. 
tie's not wearing any pants, but he does 
have two rather heavy looking irons 
swinging from ''the part of him that's 
most a mister ... " That's right. He's got 
'em dangling from the prince albert so 
prominently adorning his penis. 
(One can only wonder what the 
original inspiration was for this 
display .... Were there just too many 
grocery bags one day, or something?) 
Q: Are you out to simply shock 
people any more? Hell, were you out to 
shock when you started? 
A: In the beginning, yeah. In '92, 
we were there solely to shock ya. The 
'94 and '95 show, which is much better 
received by the way (also because we 
do it better), is there to thrill you. So we 
took out the gross and the disgusting 
because it was really limiting us. r just 
didn't want gratuitous self-mutilation, 
or a vomit act, to be what we were 
known for. 
There are so many people in 
different cities that are copying our 
show; you know, they're sticking meat 
skewers through the face, and all of that, 
it's just mundane now. It was nice to 
bring that back, that human pincushion-
type stuff, look-at-the-torture-I--<:an-
take stuff. 
It was a nice way to start a career, 
but the art is in skill versus danger: 
balancing a running lawnmower on the 
bottom lip and letting audience members 
throw heads of lettuce at it; chainsaw 
Stuck in the right lane 
Local singer/songwriter play Katie MacColl's birthday bash 
by Kevin Sallows 
Question: What do Ethel Merman 
and Vancouver singer/songwriter Katie 
MacColl have in common? 
Answer: They share a birthday on 
January 16. 
I'm not sure how Ethel would 
have celebrated if she was still with us, 
but Katie's solution to this dilemma was 
to invite I 00 or so of her friends down 
to the Railway Club for an evening of 
entertainment, courtesy of some of the 
singer/songwriter friends she's made in 
Vancouver's music scene. 
Here's a rundown of the 
performances and a quick 'where-are-
they-now?' blurb to let you know what 
these locals are up to. 
Author/musician Pete 
McCormack opened the evening's 
festivities with a solo acoustic guitar set 
of songs, some from his debut CD and 
some new material, including a nifty 
version of' My Favourite Things.' Pete's 
book, Shelby, and his CD, Breathe, are 
in stores and he's currently working on 
a new book and new songs. Look for an 
upcoming interview with Pete in the 
Other Press in the near future. 
Next up was Mark Kuntsi, also on 
acoustic guitar and vocals, accompanied 
by John Hoeschen on congas. Mark's set 
included one memorable tune about 
what he called "the volatile mix" of 
alcohol and, shall we say, romantic 
entanglement. Mark has a regular gig at 
Carlos & Bud's and he hosts the Sunday 
Jam at the Broadway Express. 
Leslie Alexander contributed a set 
with the help of John Ellis. Leslie is 
currently mixing her first CD, look for 
it soon. 
Jeremy Greenhouse delivered 
more of a contemporary folk set with 
Dave Olson on bass. If you want to catch 
his grittier side, check out Jeremy and 
his band, the Effect (with Mark Kuntsi 
on bass), at the Gastown Music Hall on 
Thursdays. 
By this point in the evening I had 
managed to hoist a few, so my memory 
of the rest of the evening is a little patchy 
(hey;joumalists are people, too, contrary 
to what some of you may think). There 
are a few moments that stand out in my 
mind, though. 
Fresh off a US arena/theatre tour 
with Christian recording artists, Rich 
Mullins and Ashley Cleveland, Carolyn 
Arends performed a set with her band. 
Carolyn's BMG-distributed album is due 
for Canadian release within the next two 
months. 
Sandy Scofield showed up a little 
later than expected, but managed to slip 
in one tune for us. She'll be recording 
football. That stuff's more thrills, chills, 
doctor bills. And then when you do it 
with our attitude, which is really fast 
paced and 'fuckin' A, let's have some 
fun!' That's what it's all about. 
Perhaps the best way to 
understand the Jim Rose Circus is 
through the Enigma. Tattooed from head 
to toe like a walking jigsaw puzzle, he 
spends his time onstage in a loincloth 
snarling 'n' grunting 'n' stuff like that. 
Jim sells it like he's Ogo--fucking-pogo, 
and has a grand old time. They enjoy 
the cheese, the entertainment of it all. 
an album at the Banff Centre. 
One particularly cool moment in 
the evening was during the birthday-
girl's own set, when she performed her 
tune, 'Stuck in the Wrong Lane,' solo 
on congas and vocals. Katie played keys 
and was accompanied by Glenn Kruger 
on congas for the rest of her set, which 
included a subdued version of 
Zeppelin's 'What Is and What Should 
Never Be.' 
The Paperboys threw in their two 
bits; Tom Landa was joined by two new 
members, Shona and Shannon. Does 
this mean they have to rename 
themselves the Paperpeople? 
The Road also played a set. As 
Katie so aptly put it, they're "a user-
friendly hippie band." They can be 
found playing dances weekends at the 
St. James Community Centre (lOth & 
Trutch.) 
Katie's got a new tape in the 
works and she's planning on putting 
together more shows in the future. 
According to her, "the idea is to proauce 
concert evenings." The first is tentatively 
planned for the East Van Cultural Centre 
around May. These concert plans are part 
of Katie's desire to play live. "More 
important to me than having a CD is to 
be out performing for people." 
She's also in a new trio this year 
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Hell, in a two minute span, this six-foot 
blue man eats glass, swallows swords, 
lights a cigarette with an industrial 
sander by putting his face directly in the 
sparkzone, and lets a live scorpion crawl 
into his mouth. Then, like it's the natural 
thing to do, he jumps on keyboards and 
sings, "Misty." It's beautiful. 
Backstage, he says "excuse me" 
when he reaches in front of you for some 
veggies off the comp platter. Onstage, 
he's a drooling monster who eats light 
bulbs and lower life forms, occasionally 
stopping to croon an old show tune. And 
the strangest thing about it all is, you just 
can't get enough. 
Birthday girl Katie MacCo/1 
called Lazy Bones, featuring Ian 
Mcintosh on tuba, Steve Mitchell on 
guitar and Katie herself on congas. 
They're hoping to play the Glass Slipper 
and have tentative bookings at the 
Heritage Hall and the Malcolm Lowry 
Room. 
That's it, folks. Support local 
music. 
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The eighth annual Women in 
View Festival 
Scrumptious selections of salivating shows 
By Gweny Wong 
In October, the OPress did a Lydia Kwa, writer and therapist, 
review of the eighth annual Writer's with her work appearing in various 
Festival. Now we are fortunate enough literary journals and anthologies 
to have the opportunity to do a review including Many-Mouthed Birds: 
of the eighth annual Women in View Contemporary Writing by Chinese 
Festiva , January 25- 28th, 1996. Canadians. The Colours of Heroines is 
There was a huge variety of shows her first book. 
presented this year, totaling 34 events Jennifer Mitton, artist and teacher 
in nine venues over four days. The 1996 in places such as Nigeria, France, and 
festival was smaller and more focused the BC interior. Writer and illustrator 
than previous years; the programming of young people's books in French for 
continued to provide a wide spectrum the YP's market in France. 
of vibrant and electrifying professional Larissa Lai, a community activist, 
entertainment. Kate Weiss, Artistic writer, editor, artist, and critic. Her work 
Director ofWornen in View says, "What has appeared in publications such as 
is it that makes the Women in View Bamboo Ridge, West Coast Line, The 
Festival special? The incredible female Asian-American Journal, and in 
artists who create and perform the work! anthologies Many-Mouthed Birds, and 
This year, there are so many amazing Pearls of Passion. She is a regular 
wornyn initiating work for the festival, contributor to Kinesis. 
so many reasons to come to the festival, Unfortunately, I arrived too late to 
so many amazing ways to brighten up hear the wonderful Gayla Reid read 
your January." some excerpts from her first book of 
The Women in View Festival short stories titled, To Be There With You, 
moved most of their festivities to which is set in Australia, Southeast Asia, 
Commercial Drive (where yours truly and Canada. The book is about growing 
loves to hang out.) The main up in the 1950's, growing up adult in the 
· performances happened at The 60's, and the complexities of the present. 
Vancouver East Cultural Center, The common themes in the book are 
W.I.S.E. Hall, the Maritime Labour growing up Catholic in Australia, anti-
Centre, Dr. Vigari's and Harry's Off war activism in the 60's, the 
Commercial. The rest were at The extraordinary beauty of the natural 
Western Front, The Jewish Community world, and the possibility oflove in the 
Centre of Greater Vancouver, the face of earlier and potential losses. 
Frederic Wood Theatre (UBC,) and the When I talked to her after the 
Vancouver Public Library. readings were over, I explained who I 
I was absolutely delighted that I was and why I was there. Her response 
was the one chosen to review some of was to give me a book, saying it was for 
the shows. Regretfully, I didn't have me. I was pleasantly surprised and I 
enough time to see (review) a show or asked her if she would sign it. Which 
two for each day of the festival. I was, was very cool when she did. I asked her 
however, able to see one show. I chose if she wanted to say anything about the 
to see one of the literary readings reading and/or the book. Her comment 
called''Four Voices." was, "I write for my own enjoyment." 
ThisreadingshowcasedtwoAsian I carne in the middle of Lydia 
women whom I knew in the Asian Kwa's reading and she was spellbinding, 
writers community, one of which was a funny, interesting and smooth. She 
friend. Since it was by chance that I had . seemed to flow with the audience and 
never seen them read I was thankful I capture our attention with her readings. 
had the opportunity to do so now. So, I Listening to her read selected parts of 
specifically chose this event to review. the book made me want to buy it to read 
The four Vancouver authors that for myself. One more on my list of books 
read that evening were: to buy. This book of poetry is vivid, 
Gayla Reid, who was active in the haunting and sensual, a poetic journey 
Vancouver women's movement in the in three passages. 'First Lessons' offers 
1970s, edited the Vancouver Status of trace memories of a mixed-heritage 
Women's newspaper, Kinesis, for five family and society, a story of parents 
years, was editor and founder of a loving across class barriers, echoes of 
feminist literary quarterly, Room of internal ghosts spawned in a childhood 
One's Own, and taught Women's Studies and adolescence in . Singapore. 
at a Vancouver Community College. 'Translations' meditates on symbol and 
meaning, traversing distance through 
language. The title section, 'The Colours 
of Heroines,' embraces the physical, 
wraps it firmly in the grasp of a mature 
woman. And underneath it all, the sharp 
humour of a writer who dreams of 
lingerie. The Colours of Heroines is the 
fifth book in the Not A Luxury Poetry 
Series. 
When I talked to her at the end of 
the readings, I apologized for arriving 
in the middle of it and hoped I did not 
distract her. Kwa said that it was okay 
because she did not even notice me. Her 
comment about the evening ·was, "It's 
really great Women in View exists and 
it's great to be a part of it." 
Jennifer Mitton read next. She 
talked a bit ftrst before going on to read 
portions of her book, titled Sleeping 
With the Insane. In this book of short 
stories Mitton plays mental tricks on her 
readers. With concrete language, telling 
details and dialogue that exposes far 
more than its speakers intend, she draws 
readers into strange worlds and holds 
them there until she decides to release 
them from her spell. 
Mitton was very human and real. 
She revealed her feelings in front of her 
audience to relax herself, which I found 
very admirable. She read well to an 
appreciative audience who didn't mind 
her nervousness. When I talked to 
Mitton after the readings were over her 
comment about the evening was, "Loved 
the reading, and loved the audience. It 
was warm, nice, and I enjoyed it a lot. 
There was excitement in the audience 
and with other reader's. In the beginning, 
when I talked about having been turned 
down for a grant that I applied for, the 
man that turned me down was in the 
audience." 
The last one to read was my friend 
Larissa Lai . She spoke about the 
selection that she was going to read 
from, it was written in two voices. She 
said that the ftrst voice was Artemis's, 
then it would switch to a third person's 
disembodied voice, before going back 
to Artemis's. The book she read from is 
called When Fox Is a Thousand. In 
Chinese mythology, foxes have the 
power to transform into women. 
Drawing on this folk myth this 
spellbinding novel interweaves the 
voices of a ninth-century Chinese poet/ 
nun, a contemporary Asian-American 
woman, and an elusive fox who 
encounters them in all manner of 
mysterious circumstances. When Fox Is 
a Thousand blends murder, intrigue and 
more than a morsel of food for thought. 
Lai 's reading transported me back 
into the book, filling my head with 
images and people. Her words and her 
voice caused pictures and scenes to play 
out in my brain and I was able to see the 
story that she was reading. Despite the 
interruption of announcements and other 
people leaving before she started to read, 
Lai was able to weave her spell of 
storytelling through the minds of her 
audience. When she finished her reading 
she garnered some support from the 
applause for continuing, despite the 
confldencc>-shattering actions of people 
leaving. Lai 's reading of the novel 
received a little more attention from me 
because I knew that the setting was 
based partly in Vancouver and partly in 
China. I am more interested in books 
China and folklore. 
All together, the evening was a big 
success not only from the readings and 
the authors but, by the fact that the place 
seemed to be packed with people. When 
I finally arrived at the venue, the chairs 
were filled with lots of people. Behind 
the audience the back was full 
people standing. To this writer's mind 
the evening was a huge success for both 
the authors, the audience and the Women 
in View Festival. 
I recommend going next year if 
you have the chance, put aside some time 
and money as well. It's going to be hard 
to choose what to go to if you have time 
and money constraints like me, a student. 
Lucky for me I got a free ticket because 
I volunteer for the Other Press (hint, 
hint, hint, hint.) 
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The JurOr 
Let me pass sentence 
by Darin Clisby 
We meet Annie. Annie is under the 
scrutiny of an impassive judge who tries 
his best to dissuade her from taking the 
task as a Juror in the impending trial of 
a notorious crime boss . She wants 
excitement. She'll__get. it of course-but 
at the risk of her lite as well as her son's. 
Sounds familiar to me. Like I've 
seen or heard of this plot before. Maybe 
a movie called Trial by Jury? I would 
think so----but since I haven't seen that 
movie, allow me to take an impartial 
look at this one. 
Demi Moore plays an aspiring 
sculptor who creates quite original and 
interesting pieces. I can't even begin to 
explain what they looked like-they 
defy my ability to describe. She appears 
to be a single mother, no references to a 
husband are made. Her son is a pre-
pubescent boy who may or may not be 
receiving his sexual education from his 
mother's sultry doctor friend. 
I was expecting a pulpy, psycho, 
thriller something movie. Something 
typically appealing. 
I was wrong, at least in part. 
An interesting aspect of this flick 
is the relationship between Annie (Demi 
Moore) and Alex Baldwins character. 
What begins as a pseudo-date 
relationship quickly flips into a sharp 
aquarius 
(jan 20- feb 18) 
as the date you had 
planned is now going to 
begin at a funeral, leave 
the drop-dead-classic-black 
cocktail dress in the closet, 
and bring a change of 
clothes, your drinking-
heavily-pub-crawl 
grubbies. You know, the 
clothes you neglected to 
wash last weekend ... 
pisces 
(feb 19- mar 20) 
because you're always 
right, make· up your own 
damn horoscope. 
aries 
- (march 21- april19) 
you have way too many 
friends monopolizing your 
time. Ditch some of them 
and then start spreading 
vidous rumors about their 
sexual practices (nothing 
homophobic, you are more 
imaginative than that.) 
Then pick your new friends 
from the people that 
believe your lies. 
taurus 
(april 20 - may 20) 
because an old friend has 
been spreading your love 
life around campus, you 
now have a bunch of even 
stranger friends. Don't 
brush them off, they will 
turn out to be your 
greatest supporters when 
you dedde to run for DCSS 
dose of mental 
terrorism and 
twisted logic. The 
guy likes her and 
her son . The 
strange thing is 
that he has a 
g r e a t e r 
commitment to his 
'work' for the 
Mafia. This sets us 
up for some 
interesting 
juxtapositions. 
A I e x 
Baldwin has the 
most interesting character in my opinion. 
He seems crazy, but maybe he just has 
too much sense of responsibility. He 
seems to become a father for her son and 
a husband of sorts for her. Yet it is all 
fantasy. An allusion to the abusive 
spouse perhaps? He gives off the air of 
a guardian angel-a protective buffer 
between Annie and the Mafia. A devil 
standing watch over his prey, fending off 
anyone who would dare trespass on his 
territory. 
Demi Moore plays a youthful 
mother and a staunch, stand-offish artist. 
An elite type who works enough to take 
care of her needs and promote her craft. 
presidency. 
gemini 
(may 21 -june 20) 
you are not getting sick, 
you are not getting sick, 
you ARE NOT GETTING 
SICK. Your immune system 
is just worn down, drink 
lots of orange juice and get 
plenty of rest. Store up 
your energy for when you 
really need it, mid-terms. 
cancer 
(june 21- july 22) 
you are one sick puppy, 
play mind games with your 
classmates, cough and 
sneeze all over them, then 
next class tell them you 
aren't contagious. just keep 
a safe distance when you 
relay this information. 
leo 
(july 23 - aug 22) 
you will meet the love of 
yourlife,he/sheisshort, 
blonde and not-at-all 
mysterious. Don't mistake 
frankness for lack of 
respect. His/her attitude is 
indicative of deeper 
emotional problems. 
Commit at your own risk. 
virgo 
(aug 23 - sept 22) 
your boyfriend (yes that is 
correct, all virgos have 
boyfriends) has a surprise 
announcement for you. Be 
warned however, don't act 
ilhtPress 
Hitrnan! 
She isn't really an 
artist I guess, she is 
an artiste. Baldwin 
appreciates the 
work and tries to 
make himself 
appealing by buying 
her work in order to 
sell it to Japanese 
interests . She 
objects that her 
passions could be 
sold at the measly 
price of $25, 000. 
How rude of 
Mr. Gangster 
Oh well. Besides the artistic 
integrity trip she plays a persuasive role 
as the victimized mother. My favorite 
scene is her last one-just look at her 
face as she stands over the fallen· stalker. 
I don't rememeber seeing such fury in 
someone in film, ever. 
To make this short, The Juror is a 
pretty good film. Not exactly typical 
psycho fare. He could have been just 
obsessive. Yeah, lets call it obsessive, 
shall we? 
t After all, he was just trying to 
protect her. 
surprised when you hear it. 
Act totally nonchalant, 
earn his admiration--like 
he doesn't already love 
you .... 
libra 
(sept 23 -oct 22) 
your life is as stable as it's 
gonna get, take advantage 
and take up dressage. 
scorpio 
(oct 23- nov 21) 
stop dressing up in green 
spandex bodysuits, your 
dry cleaner may love you 
but your partner is getting 
sick of the sight of you. 
sagittarius 
(nov 22 -dec 21) 
desist. No more wearing 
leather s&m gear 
underneath you clothes 
when you go to visit the in-
laws. They are starting to 
wonder why you keep 
squirming in your seat 
while the desert course is 
being served. They are 
thinking of inviting you to 
sleep over. 
capricorn 
(dec 22- jan 19) 
if it isn't enough that 
members of your family 
11re dropping like flies, the 
members of your family 
you haven't wanted to see 
are going to be attending 
the ensuing functions, and 
you really have grown. 
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Restoration 
Remove the usurper 
by Charlotte Holst 
Restoration(res•te•ra•shen) n. I . 
the re-establishment of the Monarchy in 
England in 1660 under Charles II and 
the period of his reign. 
The period is followed through the 
adventures of Merivel, a young and 
talented physician, with a talent for 
healing and a curiosity to learn more. 
This impresses the King, Charles II (Sam 
Neill,) who offers Merival all the 
pleasures and treasures that the kingdom 
has. 
This life is one that causes loss of 
self, it cannot last and soon leads down 
a path where destitute, desperation and 
disease are served. Through several 
years and perils, Merivel finds true love, 
meets Katherine (Meg Ryan) and finds 
deeper love, restores his talent for 
healing and is enlightened as to what life 
is really about. His life is restored, better 
than before. 
This film is a fairytale that comes 
with all the colours, splendor and 
disaster. It is beautifully portrayed by 
some very talented and detail oriented 
props and costume designers. 
There was good acting by smaller 
characters like David Thewlis (John 
Peirce.) Robert Downey Jr.'s 
performance is another good one. His 
acting allows comedy to be slipped into 
this film easily. The funniest parts come 
in the beginning when the a painter, 
Hugh Grant, ("Flint. Uuh, that's Finn,") 
comes on the scene and interacts with a 
spoiled Merivel. 
This film is worth seeing. It has 
some issues which fit into our 
contemporary world. The film does end 
sweetly and leaves you wondering if it 
would have, had some other choices 
been made or if fate had not intervened 
in some places. 
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A wise man once said: "A man should never 
J"U~e another man until he has walked a mile 
in the other man's shoes." Actuall.y, some 
complete & utter §it said that. Whoever he 
he had obviously never seen the sort 
footwear worn by some of the band's 
I've had to review. 
Now, I won't sli~ into their 
I usually try to do a bit of 
if I'm not familiar with the band 
. I '11 have to admit, thou§h, that 
never heard Pavement before their 
January 26 Commodore show. 
have §One into the show blind, but I 
deaf. The fact that I was standing : 
one side of the stage with my ear 
three feet from one of the main 
~robably ~layed a ~art in 
that. 
I had no choice, really . Y' see, 
did their show with no barriers or 
between themselves and the crowd 
to see. Not §reat if you're out for 
but a beautiful thin! in this day and 
a!e of 
RESTRimD ARIAS. 
This u~lose-and-personal Sta§in!, 
a decision of the band and not the 
ts with the whole anti-rock star 
Pavement ~eject . It's almost a 
to r efe r to it as an image . Ima!e 
i e s some sort of ~lanned ~ose, 
t we r e so com~letely lack ing in 
any sort of a pose that they came off 
as if they were jCUD.min! in a !ara!e 
half a dozen of their close friends. 
say the least. Maybe this is part of 
as one of the hot bands on the 
ve scene. (Picture Dick Clark utterin! 
these words.) 
Which is all fine and dandy, but 
whatever ha~~ened to the Big Rock Show? 
Sure, integ:dty and genuineness and lack 
of ~retension are cool and all, but will 
~lease tell me what ha~~ened 
to the fire-breathin', ~yro­
eX~lodin, • bat-head...eatin', 
Stonehen!e-descendin', kickin' 
drume over, wall-a-Marshall 
howe of yesteryear? No, I'm not 
askin! for 
No 
No 
barriers 
bouncers 
No 
Bi.g·;;_·: 
Rock 
Show 
~ix ~ ~rose by Kevin Sallows 
. f)Ol$0N· 
. o!'t > JIY l• $(for the love of God, anythin§ but that 
...( I J'USt want some style, some surprise, some entertainment. Not 
';> that Pavement weren't kind of entertaining. fact is, though, if I 
~ wanted to catch a band jamming: in a .~arage, I could call u~ 0 lt~ some friends and go watch them ~lay. No barriers I no 
:ry t ~ bouncers. Hell, they would probably even be wil.lin! to hand out \;;: f auto§raphs. But then, my friends aren't one of the hot bands on the 
• Alternative scene. 
Attention D<?uglas Students!!! 
Recieve 10% off our already unbeatable value on all food items 
Discount available everyday on all lunch and dinner entrees 
524-9788 
~lje enb iB niglj February 12 - March 9 -?:'t.ws~di!d m .. llob &ak~f' ~· r .~ l '''""''H D<>'>¥"· l'.hill ip su ... ; • twl""·'~ O<'''U"· l'hliUp c:lart."on 11 .<..-~'w< .. (l·~ '~':It~'-~· ~t~· Got~~ TkkrWUMit'l': 
280-3311 
(itYmps: . 
872-6622 
11dt.:t$;' 
873-3311 
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Deliyeraoce 
<She pcktl up the bible 
Decidedly sinle&'! 
Reach~n& for words 
l-ler hands slrone, with purpose 
l-Ie 'Wil so llweel, so klnd 
a prtnce in her eyes 
Burly and blond 
a sensiUve lear he would shed 
ohe reads the words 
........ 
Discards the resl 
These words are for him, she yellll 
l-ler hands slarl lo shal:e 
l-Ie crepl throue,h the ni5hl 
Violaled her world 
Holesled her son, Ued him up. 
l-low could she see whal he W!lll, she 
couldn'l 
ohe denied tl. she dtd 
ohe foue,hl tl. she dtd, suiCidal 
l-Ie dtcln'l do this she crted 
Bul he d1d 
Vene,eance is mine aayeth the lord 
Violence bee,elll violence 
The ;11ndle&'! would llin 
and il won'l e,o away 
ll W!lll all so insane 
why can'l he admil whal he dtd 
l.ler purpose WIYl clear 
w~en Me slepped thr<:lll{',h his e,ale 
The J.l\$0 !.hal ~ fe ll 
Blooded her body, her rea.eon 
&J intent wsa her proled.lon 
<She didn 1 ~ the blood on her 
han<:l6 
'fum the c:>lher ched' 
&e y6u aiiW! 
ch laerclul e,bci 
If abe cbuld kllf the killer 
Chare,ed and convicted ~be wtw~ 
ror har6Silmenl llUllull 
Thill hell 16 nol mine 
-c>ho hear.s what abe ll6Ja 
Thia hell l!l nol. mine 
her .&el.l.!l worda killed lh.e lore 
Cnc.iine, ln violenee. like a death 
Moum~n& 1.6 abe 
We can 'l convict him 
your ~ -c>ord &gaiM!. hia 
We can 'l soliCit view 
lle~ done tlis before 
~he pcktl up the bible 
Decidedly .einf ul 
Qe.achln& for the wt>rd5 
&> deliver her from evil 
.!>he. A!ldi'' p.¢ece. in m~ie 
<%he l'lnd8... l!Oiaee tn .-rtline; 
~he ~ t6re .. iJl. her a0n11 eyea 
1-fer !!11J8bler feela her he6rl. 
1-fer Dellvertmee 1l .renee is 
The hell he mual be bl'lfl& 
koowlll& he did lhia 
-c>hile his r amity denlea thl.ll borrtd 
accuaaUon 
l know you cLd ~ 
I didn't he erie& 
l koov he did t.hia 
J.le didn'llhey cry 
&e the lruth he Mya • 
Bur llll not my place 
yoo know me he Mya 
Bull never knew him atoll 
Anonymous 
THe Glf'T 
How do I ten 900 to \eave me a\ooe 
To stay out or my hrd 
We'd begun sometfung beaut1f'u\ 
Someth10g beaut1f'ut wh1ch we 
d1dn 't finiSh 
And now I can't go back 
to be1ng just rnends . . 
To know 900 1s to love you. 
Vour touch/ your smen 
your vo1ce 
your body 
next to m10e. 
Vou turn my world ups1de down and 
I cry myself' to sleep 
lr I can't have you 
Then I don't want your rnendsh1p 
e1ther 
ror 1t's a g1f't wh1ch 
breaks' my heart 
anew, each and everyday. 
I wont tote\\ you to go away 
ror~ver;. If' I can't hove an or you 
but I om pathetic. r 
L1ke the sun parched desert 
devours 
the rare summer shower 
5:<) do I devour whatever crumbs 
you 
throw my way. . .· 
9M I throw m9~\t" oti~ . t 
,..,.>···a··.·.·.· ..... ~·:.a·····t. 2 'g··········''"o···'···r············m········ or ...... e. ··{};}·····,······. . ..... 
. I JU UG f ·::::··:·::\}~{\~~~ .. 
But now a)\ I get IS yoor :conte(l)pf 
Voor contempt and yoUr.· \oofhn'lg 
Wtu\e I have gJVen You e~~rytfung 
Jnc\od1ng my se\f'"-respect. 
Anonymous 
HE WRITES 
WrTH SUCH URGENCY 
THE TABL..E: 
:::;;· SHAKES ····· ,, , , 
'THE: Bt.JlLDJNq ii> 
SHAKES 
THE COVATRY 
SHAKE-S 
YOU SHAKE 
THE WORL.D SHAKES 
HIM - HE 
SHAKES 
WITH SWEATY 
PAL.MS 
AND WHEN 
FINISHED 
HE 
AND STOPS SHAKING 
HE HUNTS 
FOR 
SOAP 
. v . 
IS 
3:00P.M. 
Tears of sadness bound by his friendliness 
kind ways- inspiration, the untouch 
able white enuelope within is rabbit candy wrapped 
in rice paper 
cat now spend the quarter before you go to home 
today yellow begonias. 
white too - appropriate 
holding ·em in my arms. awaiting to see surrounded 
by bouquets 
Chinese in condolence of their loss 
reality = kick· in· the· head with salty liquid erupting 
from my orbs 
unstoppingly till 
a squeeze of comfort upon my shoulder lay 
burning incense and bai-sun [Buddhist bow of 
respect) bye three 
couer up if's cold 
last round 
by Wendy Wong 
The Wind Has 
Come 
The wind has 
come, the wind 
has gqJ}e 
It was our 
failure 
that did not 
allow for love 
to exi-st 
The photographs 
and wasted 
love letters 
are all 
so fragile 
fragments 
of possibility 
and truth 
The children, 
come 6ut to play 
Itis the ti:tne now 
And the children 
go home 
her dermal ridges 
tell a story 
by Samuel 
L"';palme-Remis at 
of fate 
and following 
but he ag~~~ ... [.; 
P. . ..... , ... , .. .,.., ...... ,,.,., .. 1 .. ···'' revtousy · 
publishedinthe 
Spring Journal, 
1984 
.. has bpcome 
tired 
and wiery of 
phrenology 
Laurenval School 
Board 
By DAVID PAPA 
i 
lam 
a Follower 
My compatriots' 
have strangely 
hideous hands 
My hands 
are SCARRED 
and only 
Slightly repulsive 
But 
lam 
Following - Following 
hands 
in pockets 
to avoid 
Suspicious 
' ' 
13 
I 
......... :%. 
14 
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VISIT OUR SALBS CENTRE 8t DISPLAY SUITES TODAY. 
Open Daily Noon- 5PM ('x~ FridaY$) 
720 CARNARVON SrRrurr • NEW WllSTMINSTER 
CALL JIM FORD 
540-6J50 
IIC.wtiiTliOO t'r. 
1m tiU MOIIUOI>IO l'lolVICt td4all:tf1lt<l G-
1•1_..,..~_, 
February 6, 1996 
... •,•,• .. ·--· ...... ···· .....•••.•.•.•••..•...•.•... 
personals 
•••••••••••••• 
Single Lesbian Female seeking new 
womyn for- casual and ser-ious 
dating fun. I'm a playful mmantic 
who's into close. intimate. non-
sexual touching and I'm the new 
br-eed of lesbian who loves to both 
butch and femme. Looking for- same 
plus someone who is fr-ee to be 
humor-ous. outr-ageous. wild and 
woolly, physical. wants to be -At with 
"me." philosophical and optimistic. I'm 
also looking for- a Valentine's Date 
date. If you like what you r-ead. -And 
it inter-esting and want to be with 
me-then r-eply to Box #88. 
••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Thmughtheeyesofthefawn.Tawny 
coat shining in mid-spr-ing, Fmm the 
embrace of the mother: I seek you. 
the woman with star-light in her- hair: 
For-an embr.ace only two woman can 
sham. 
••••••••••••••••••••••• 
College Cockette cooing quite 
quickly. seeks suckule'nt saucy 
somrity sister. For- fmlick. flr-elight 
fondle and flnally female on female 
fooling amund. 
the 
! 
Nor-dic goddess. fabulous + 
articulate sear-ching for- a deep. 
ser-ious. tntelligent woman for-
exper-iences in concr-eteness. 
••••••••••••••••••••••• 
War-m, ear-thy young man. intelligent 
open and beautiful seeks stmng 
wonder-ful man for- fr-iendship and 
intimacy. 
••••••••••••••••••••••• 
wanted 
•••••••••••••• 
Room-mate needed for- MAR 1. 3 
B DRM house. 3 floor-s. cheap r-ent . 
big yar-d. Real close to 22nd ST 
SkyTr-ain (get out of bed 17112 an 
hour-befor-e class!). You would be; the 
thir-d. quiet. a student. r-elaxed. had 
pr-ior- mom-mates. like pets cause 
we have some. and female. Er-ic or-
Rachel 526-1454 
• •••••••••••••••••••••• 
business 
•••••••••••••• 
Amway Business Kits 1-604-898-
2330 
students, staff, faculty -FREE • for- profit businesses - $10 for 
each column inch (aprox. 30 words) • first three words bold typeset, 
send ~o classifieds, c/o the otfe¥~ress, roqm 1020 douglas college, 
700 royal ave, new westminster, be, v315b2 or bring them to us, drop it in 
our mailbox or hand to a member or our stressed-out staff or fax 527-5095 
attention other press, classifieds 
write your ad here 
advertising~ name - -- student number 
inf 0 rma ti 0 n L.lcoolia..lliteoe:go~o~,~rv.:~-·.....~o~.A..o~m.l.llaiW..rklli.leiO.IItp~Jaw,c<.ii.e--t.;,AI...J.I.lho.LI.ul.il.sjwn~g ---~.A~eiOI.dwu.!OicawtiU.~.onwau.l ---1 
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Jock Talker 
by Lance Bradley 
Rah, Rah, Ciss, Boom-bah . 
Douglas College sports fans where the 
@!#& are ya? I recently attended both 
the men's and the ladies basketball 
games. I arrived fifteen minutes prior to 
the game time"'just to ensure I'd get a 
seat. Call me naive, but this is my first 
semester here at Douglas. 
I walked into the gym and to my 
surprise I had my choice of seats. The 
gym was entirely empty, the only noise 
coming from the scorekeepers booth as 
they ruffied through the Vancouver Sun. 
There was also the two nice ladies who 
greeted me at the door, gave me a 
program and let me know that they were 
serving coffee. As I sat down I noticed 
a few select people starting to filter in 
from the concourse. Some were parents, 
actually all were parents . With the 
addition of the th.ese three faithful 
followers the gym almost had a Ghost 
Town feel to it. Talk about lousy spirit. 
The only ones showing up for the games 
were parents? Have we know pride? Oh, 
wait a minute here comes six or seven 
other guys walking in. These guys 
picked their seats in the front row and 
they sat down with headphones on. 
That's better I thought, maybe 
everybody is stuck in qaffic? Oh, wait 
a minute, those guys are awfully tall. I 
soon realized that these guys were, well, 
the guys basketball team, they were just 
waiting for somebody to open the 
changeroom door. 
I watched the woman ~game Oust 
to let you know, it was very entertaining.) 
and guessed that the men ~game would 
bring in a few more people. It did, some 
homeless guy came in to get away from 
the cold. Hey, don't laugh he was 
cheeringfor Douglas-you weren t. I can 
say that because by the half-time of the 
men s game, I was the only one in 
attendance, other than the ladies teams 
who stuck around to cheer for their 
respective squads. 
I immediately began to recall my 
high school days. Every night, 
regardless of who we were playing, the 
place was packed. Some were there to 
see our team kick the snot out of a rival, 
while some were there for the side show. 
His name was Sam Bani, and this guy 
was a legend. The day after a big game 
everyone would talk about what Sam 
did, the score was pointless-we hardly 
ever won by less than thirty points. 
During the hunt for the Vancouver 
Grizzlies official mascot, they came to 
our school to show off a few of the 
contestants. The guys trying out were 
good, actually the current mascot was 
-~ ether Pa:ss 
one that auditioned at our school, but 
Sam was better. Too bad he didn't meet 
the age requirement. Sam kept 
everybody one their toes, and even when 
our school was winning by fifty or sixty 
points Sam was still into it, Sam was still 
hyped up. Too bad Sam doesn't go to 
Douglas, maybe then he'd show us some 
school spirit. 
Oh, hey, who's that walking 
through the concourse. Why, it's Sam. 
My goodness, he does go to Douglas. 
Funny, I haven't seen him at the games. 
Wonder why? Maybe he's lost it. But I 
don't think so. I think he's too caught 
up his in his "coolness" to be seen at a 
basketbaU game. Too bad. The guy was 
amazing. I don't want people 
interpreting this wrong. I'm not 
challenging Sam, I'm challenging 
everybody else on campus-you've paid 
your tuition, you've bought your books, 
you're wearing the DC sweatshirt. So 
why aren't you supporting the Douglas 
teams. Maybe if you show up, your 
buddy will come, and his/her buddy will 
join you! Imagine, the attendance 
figures hitting double digits. Maybe 
then, just maybe, the legend will make 
an appearance. Let's hope so. 
Men and women try to conquer New Caledonia 
by ChadCopeland 
The Douglas college women's 
basketball team took another step 
towards qualifying for the provincial 
championships with a pair of victories 
Jan.26-27 . 
On Friday tough 
defense,strong rebounding,and and a 
solid performance from Sarah Wright 
spearheaded the Royal's attack. Coach 
Carrie Carlson credits the inpenetrable 
zone defense for the 87-42 trouncing 
of New Caledonia.lf not for the 3 point 
shooting of Arminder Chatta the 
Kodiaks would have been embarassed 
further. Solid play in the paint from 
Anrea Dufva{l6 pts.),and Sheri 
Zimmerman(l2 pts.), tamed the 
visitors from Prince George.A 
balanced attack from starters and subs 
sent the cubs whimpering back to the 
Carl Lewis running the show for the Royals 
interior. Speed down the 
middle,perfection from the foul 
line,and 14 points gave Wright player 
of the game honours. 
Saturday the women coasted to 
an easy 62-42 win and raised their 
record to 8-4.Hard work under the 
basket won Kerry Williams 
M.V.P.while Janice Mcintosh had a 
game high 12 pts.and lead the team 
Kevin Sallows photo 
from her point 
guard 
position. Coach 
Carlson was all 
smiles after the 
game and 
confident of a 
birth in the 
provincial 
toumey(Feb.29-
Mar.2 T.B.A.). 
On Friday The 
Royal's mens 
basketball team 
had a chance to 
sweep a weekend 
series with the 
Kodiaks,but lost 
a close decision 
typifying their 
season to date. 
The Douglas 
men grabbed the 
early lead and 
outpaced New 
Caledonia,narrowly 
winning a sloppy 
contest. Ben 
Mayanhad23 
pts. and Alex 
Zabori threw in a 
strong defensive 
effort to share 
player of the 
game 
honours.Steve 
Bennet 
contributed off 
the bench with 
hustle,and 
aggressive 
15 
AN UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE HOOPSTER GOIN' 
STRONG TO THE HOOP 
Eric Milner photo 
rebounding while Karl Lewis had a 
key 3 point play to seal the 
~ictory.Lewis drove to the hoop with 
) :28 left,scored the basket,and drew 
Ute foul. He calmly drained the free 
~ow to frustrate the visitors and 
guarantee the win. 
· On Saturday missed shots at 
~runch time killed the Royal's hopes 
ofback to back wins.#2l Don 
Marchuk of the Kodiaks was 
Unstoppable from 3-point land and had 
~ game high 31 pts.Ben Mayan was 
M.V.P. with 29 pts. He had a chance to 
~ie the game with .05 seconds left but 
;with the opposition draped all over 
him,missed a 12 foot jump shot.The 
loss dropped their record to 3-9 and 
showed the inexperience of the young 
team. The narrow defeat was another 
disappointment in a rebuilding year. 
-
, 
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New game brings 
'Magic' to the NHL 
Grizzlies more than just hoops 
by Jeff Stralak 
Move over "Canuckleheads", there is a new 
kid on the block. He's hairy, he's hyper and he has 
more toys. The Vancouver Grizzlies have brought 
'Showtime' to GM Place and the FANS haven't 
been happier. Not the run and gun, fast break, high-
scoring spectacle perfected my Magic Johnson and 
the Los Angeles Lakers in the 80's but all the flash 
and fireworks that has propelled the NBA to 
"FANtastic" heights in the professional sports realm. 
Fans here, can now appreciate what our neighbours 
to the south have enjoyed for many years. This is 
not simply a game played between ten abnormally 
tall and athletic men who run, jump, and try to shoot 
a leather sphere into a metal hoop that is ten feet off 
the ground. This is a gigantic sports spectacle and 
the Canucks could take a lesson. Who cares that 
the home team lost by twenty something points, 
when Joe Blow from the stands makes a shot from 
half court that worth a cool $50,000? Who cares 
that the home team is on the short end of a 15-4 
point run when Kristin Nash is in the middle of the 
floor pouring her lungs out in that amazing 
saxophone? Hey, the home team pulled one out but 
did you see that dunk at half-time when the Super 
Grizz did that flip. Could you believe it? That was 
UN-@$?%*#@-BELIEVABLE. Only the NBA 
could keep the fans flocking to a stadium, at $40-
plus a ticket to see a team that has only won ten 
games all year. Through promotion after promotion 
after promotion, the NBA has become the leader in 
entertainment when it comes to sporting events. 
High flying mascots, scantily clad dancers, 
explosive fireworks, beat driven music, a bazooka 
gun that fires bats and shirts into the stands, 
monstrous television screens with instant replays 
for all to see. The list goes on and on. The fans are 
kept entertained throughout the endless time outs 
by Lance Bradley 
A few years back Wizards of the 
West Coast invaded the collectible card 
market when they introduced Magic: 
The Gathering, a cross between gin 
rummy and Dungeons and Dragon~. 
After a bit of tinkering and a little bit of 
promotion the Magic cards soon started 
to dominate the collectible industry. The 
game was being played throughout 
school across North America. But the 
strength of the collectible card market 
has always been sports, and especially 
in Canada, hQd(ey cards. Less and less 
money was being spent on hockey cards 
and more and more on Magic cards. 
Spin-oft's were inevitable, and so was the 
combination 
of sports and 
Magic. 
Hence, 
h e 
introduction 
of Playoff 
Hockey: One 
on One 
Challenge. 
Relatively 
new to the 
card market, 
Playoff has 
done little to 
promote the 
product. 
"We've had 
one or two 
people ask 
for it, we 
don't think it 
will catch 
on," explains 
Ed Van De 
Yen of Tiger 
Sports in Port Coquitlam, one of the 
Lower Mainlands leading retailers of 
hockey cards, "maybe it will though, 
who knows?" 
One of the problems with Magic 
cards was that they seemed to cater to 
those who have played Dungeons and 
Dragons, with One on One Challenge, 
anybody can play. So, since I'm 
anybody, I gave it a shot. I enlisted the 
help of my guinea pig friend and away 
we went I'll admit that if you haven't 
played a card game before it's a little bit 
tough reading the rules, the only way to 
work your way through is just to play 
the game. 
Onward we ventured and began 
our game. To start you need to have fifty 
cards and at least three dice. This'll cost 
you anywhere between seven and fifteen 
bucks, depending on which retailer you 
go through. We opened the started packs 
and I was surprised at how nice the cards 
looked. Each team had to pick a starting 
lineup of any of the players in your deck. 
This is any coaches dream, with Martin 
Brodeur in goal, Paul Coffey and Ray 
Bourque on defense. Brett Hull, Pat 
Lafontaine and Luc Robitaille playing 
the forward positions, how could I lose, 
or so I thought. 
We worked our way through the 
game, which included everything; face-
offs, penalties, line changes, goals, 
intercepted passes, bodychecks, 
rebounds, 
drop passes, 
skating and 
aggressive 
play. 
Despite our 
g a m e -
virginity and 
relative 
obscurity to 
the strategy 
we really 
enjoyed it. 
Our only 
problem was 
the rule 
book, it 
w o u I d 
confuse 
e v e n 
Einstein. 
The first 
time you 
play the 
game can be 
and the stoppages of play. There is never a dull moment once gimmick. Little Johnny does care that the team lost by 32 
you have entered the den of the Vancouver Grizzlies. Sure, points, he gets to tell his friends at school that he high-fived 
the game is fast paced and entertaining in itself, but what better the Grizz! If the Canucks can't get on a winning track at home, 
way to keep the fans from noticing that their team has suffered maybe the Grizzlies will lend them THE GRIZZ! At least then 
another setback by distracting them with gimmick after we would have something to go home happy about. 
Men and women set to duke it out! 
frustrating, but be patient-it gets better. 
The second time we played the game 
went a lot smoother and lot faster. 
Arguably, the best part about the 
game is the cards. They all feature a 
NHL star with a great action shot and 
good use of color. The worst part is that 
this is still a collectible and anybody 
wanting to get a half decent game deck 
is going to have shell out. Starter decks 
cost about ten bucks, and booster 
packs-they make your deck better-are 
about three bucks. The game hasn't 
caught on in Magic proportions yet, but 
given time this could outsell its medieval 
counterpart. 
by Brian Kraus 
Winnie Schelt, the D.C. boxing 
coach has announced a fight 
extravaganza, featuring male and female 
contenders from Douglas. 
Scheduled 
for Feb. 16th, 
1996, this is going 
to be a 14 card bout 
with the main event 
featuring Jason 
Heit. Heit, a light-
heavyweight 
champion 
represented 
Canada in the 1995 
Commonwealth 
games held in 
Victoria. If things 
keep going as well 
as they have for 
Jason, he will have 
the chance to 
' represent Canada 
again, this time it 
will be the 1996 
Olympic games in 
Atlanta. This card 
will also include 
other top-name 
fighters to be 
announced shortly. 
Coming 
out of the Douglas 
College stables to 
contend will be an 
assortment of co-
ed pugilists, 
totaling around ten. On the female team 
we have Keely Remallord (bantam-
weight), and Lisa Steele (light-
welterweight). Joining them is Mary 
Rowles (light-weight). 
Our male side consists of 
students like bantam-weight John 
Prasad, light-heavyweight Dave Veale, 
and heavyweight Troy Heringa. Former 
kickboxer Bill Greene will also make his 
debut as a light-middleweight boxer on 
the 16th. 
Schelt replies on the prospect of 
a mixed gender card, " In any 
tournament now, women get the same 
recognition as the men." And Winnie is 
making sure of that. In the year since he 
first opened the doors to his stable, he 
has made famous a few of his female 
fighters in a sport known for its high 
levels of testosterone. 
In May of last year Douglas 
college was host to the Golden Gloves 
championships. Former student Christy 
Popowich, weighing in at 140 pounds, 
won the title after only three months of 
intensive training. A couple of months 
later, Nneka Croal was heading to 
T~ronto to compete in the First Canadian 
Women's Boxing Championships. Had 
Nneka not been mistakenly put in the 
wrong weight division (the one above 
· hers), she would have 
fared better than the 
bronze medal she 
received. 
Winnie has no 
doubt his female team (and 
male team) will do well in 
the upcoming fight card. 
He has big aspirations for 
them, which includes the 
possibility of traveling to 
Seattle and Portland to 
compete against other 
clubs. Just like wrestling, 
Schelt would like to see 
more boxing clubs in 
colleges, which would 
inevitably lead to 
competitions between 
rival schools. He knows 
that may be a little ways 
down the road, but he is 
determined to get there. To 
promote boxing Schelt is 
going to host as many 
competitions as he can, 
starting with the bout on 
the 16th. He has made 
mention of holding the 
Diamond Belt in the 
months to come. The 
Diamond Belt was one of 
the biggest tournaments 
around in boxings glory days of 
yesteryear. As well as this, the Douglas 
boxing club would like to run Friday 
night fight-nites on a regular basis. 
For more information on the 
D.C. boxing clubs schedule of events, 
contact Winnie Schelt at 527-5005 
(school) between the hours of 2-6, 
Monday to Friday, or 522-3227 (home). 
You can also drop by the training room 
(#1317) between the hours of 2-6, 
Monday to Friday. 
